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ABSTRACT
We present a blind time-delay cosmographic analysis for the lens system DES J0408−5354.
This system is extraordinary for the presence of two sets of multiple images at different red-
shifts, which provide the opportunity to obtain more information at the cost of increased
modelling complexity with respect to previously analyzed systems. We perform detailed mod-
elling of the mass distribution for this lens system using three band Hubble Space Telescope
imaging.We combine the measured time delays, line-of-sight central velocity dispersion of the
deflector, and statistically constrained external convergence with our lens models to estimate
two cosmological distances. We measure the “effective” time-delay distance corresponding
to the redshifts of the deflector and the lensed quasar Deff
∆t
= 3382+146−115 Mpc and the angular
diameter distance to the deflector Dd = 1711+376−280 Mpc, with covariance between the two dis-
tances. From these constraints on the cosmological distances, we infer the Hubble constant
H0= 74.2+2.7−3.0 km s
-1 Mpc-1 assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology and a uniform prior for Ωm as
Ωm ∼ U(0.05, 0.5). This measurement gives the most precise constraint on H0 to date from a
single lens. Our measurement is consistent with that obtained from the previous sample of six
lenses analyzed by the H0 Lenses in COSMOGRAIL’s Wellspring (H0LiCOW) collaboration.
It is also consistent with measurements of H0 based on the local distance ladder, reinforcing
the tension with the inference from early universe probes, for example, with 2.2σ discrepancy
from the cosmic microwave background measurement.
Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – cosmological parameters – cosmology: observa-
tions – distance scale
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1 INTRODUCTION
The concordance Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmology explains
the accelerated expansion of the Universe by incorporating the cos-
mological constant Λ (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999).
The ΛCDM model is very successful in predicting observations
covering a large range of physical scales—from the scale of sound
horizon at the recombination epoch, down to the structure formation
at the megaparsec scale (e.g. Alam et al. 2017; Planck Collaboration
2018; Abbott et al. 2018). The Hubble constant, H0, plays a cen-
tral role in cosmology, including in the ΛCDM model. The Hubble
constant is not only crucial to determine the age of the Universe,
it also normalizes the distances to distant galaxies. As a result, a
precise understanding of the galaxy formation and evolution, and
the Universe as a whole, closely depends on the precise knowledge
of the Hubble constant.
Recently, a significant tension has been reported between the
measurements of the Hubble constant using early-Universe and late-
Universe probes (e.g. Planck Collaboration 2018; Riess et al. 2019;
Wong et al. 2019). Among others, the most precise constraints on
the Hubble constant come from extrapolating the cosmicmicrowave
background (CMB) observation at the early-Universe, and from
the measurement based on the cosmic distance ladder calibrated
with parallax distances, Cepheids, and type Ia supernovae (SNIae).
Assuming a ΛCDM cosmology, the Planck measurement gives
H0 = 67.4 ± 0.5 km s-1 Mpc-1(Planck Collaboration 2018). The
Supernovae, H0, for the Equation of State of dark energy (SH0ES)
team measures H0 = 74.03 ± 1.42 km s-1 Mpc-1 by calibrating the
SNIa distance ladder using Cepheids and parallax distances (Riess
et al. 2019). These two measurements are at 4.4σ tension. A cosmic
distance ladder measurement from the Carnegie–Chicago Hubble
project calibrated by the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) stars
reports H0 = 69.8 ± 1.9 km s-1 Mpc-1, consistent with both of the
above values on opposite sides (Freedman et al. 2019). However, the
SH0ES team finds H0 = 72.4 ± 1.9 km s-1 Mpc-1using the TRGB
stars to calibrate the SNIae distance ladder (Yuan et al. 2019). Ad-
ditional probes, all consistent with the tension at varying degrees
of significance are summarized by Verde et al. (2019). This ten-
sion between the early-Universe and the late-Universe probes can
be due to unknown systematics in any or all of the probes. However,
if systematics can be ruled out as the source of this tension, then
this tension would require extension of the ΛCDM model. In or-
der to reach a conclusion on the tension and whether new physics is
needed, it is paramount to have multiple independent measurements
of the Hubble constant, each with sufficient precision on its own to
resolve the discrepancy (< 2 per cent). In parallel it is also crucial to
investigate in detail all possible sources of systematic uncertainties
in each method.
Time-delay cosmographymeasuresH0 and other cosmological
parameters independently of both the CMB or other high-redshift
observations and the local probes such as the ones using the cosmic
distance ladder (Refsdal 1964). The time-delay between the ar-
rival time of photons at multiple images of a strong-lensing system
(hereafter, lens) depends on the three angular diameter distances—
between the observer and the deflector, between the deflector and
the source, and between the observer and the source. A combina-
tion of these three angular diameter distances gives the so-called
“time-delay distance” (Suyu et al. 2010). This time-delay distance
is inversely proportional to H0 and thus measuring this distance
directly constrains H0.
To measure the time delay between the arrivals of photon at
different lensed images that were emitted at the same time, we
require a time-variable source. Although Refsdal (1964) originally
proposed using strongly lensed supernovae as a time-variable source
to measure the time-delay, only a few such supernovae have been
discovered so far (e.g. Kelly et al. 2015; Goobar et al. 2017; Grillo
et al. 2018). Even though the number of lensed supernova is still too
small to be a competitive cosmological probe, the re-appearance of
supernova Refsdal as predicted provides an important validation of
the method (Treu et al. 2016).
Strongly lensed quasars have provided time-variable sources in
larger numbers. As a result, these objects have been predominantly
used to measure H0 from their time-delays (e.g. Schechter et al.
1997; Treu & Koopmans 2002; Suyu et al. 2010). Although some
of the early measurements had shortcomings in the data quality
or the analysis technique, both of these aspects have tremendously
improved over the past decade (for a review with historical per-
spective, see Treu & Marshall 2016). The key breakthroughs in the
past two decades have been: (i) high cadence monitoring to deter-
mine the time delays (e.g. Fassnacht et al. 2002; Tewes et al. 2013),
(ii) high resolution images of the lensed arcs from the quasar host
galaxy to constrain the lens mass distribution (Suyu et al. 2010),
(iii) adding stellar kinematics of the deflector (Treu & Koopmans
2002), and (iv) statistical analysis of the line of sight to constrain the
external convergence (Suyu et al. 2010; Greene et al. 2013; Rusu
et al. 2017). Implementing these improvements, the H0 Lenses in
COSMOGRAIL’s Wellspring (H0LiCOW) collaboration measure
H0 = 73.3+1.7−1.8 km s
-1 Mpc-1 using six lens systems (Suyu et al.
2010, 2013, 2014;Wong et al. 2017; Bonvin et al. 2017; Birrer et al.
2019; Rusu et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019; Wong et al. 2019).
To reach 1 per cent precision in the Hubble constant with time-
delay cosmography, a sample of ∼40 lenses is necessary (Shajib
et al. 2018). To have such a large sample of strongly lensed quasars
available in the first place, the STRong-lensing Insights into Dark
Energy Survey collaboration (STRIDES; Treu et al. 2018) has dis-
covered numerous new lenses from the Dark Energy Survey (DES)
footprint, in cases combining data from other large-area sky surveys
(e.g. Agnello et al. 2015; Nord et al. 2016; Ostrovski et al. 2017;
Agnello et al. 2018; Anguita et al. 2018, Lemon et al., in prepara-
tion). The STRIDES is an external collaboration of the DES. The
DES data are particularly useful in discovering new lenses due to its
combination of uniform depth and coverage of area in the Southern
hemisphere that is not covered by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS).
In this paper, we present a blind analysis of the lens system
DES J0408−5354 and infer H0 from its time delays (Courbin et al.
2018). This lens was discovered in the DES footprint (Lin et al.
2017; Diehl et al. 2017). This paper sets down two goals underlying
our analysis. First, we aim to increase the statistical precision of the
H0 determination by presenting results from the analysis of a new
lens system. Second, this system is being analyzed independently
and in parallel by two teams using two different codes in order to
estimate potential systematics arising from modelling choices and
software. This paper presents the first of these two independent and
blind analyses for DES J0408−5354. To facilitate meaningful com-
parison between independent modelling teams, the participating
teams agreed beforehand on a set of baseline models with minimal
but sufficient specifications. The teams are free to extend on the
baseline models for exploring different sources of systematics as
they see fit. This additional exploration by a team proceeds inde-
pendently while keeping the cosmographic inferences blind. In this
way, we aim to check on systematics that can potentially arise from
different codes through comparison of the baseline models from
different teams, and also from different model choices within one
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team’s analysis. In this paper, we infer H0 using the lens modelling
software lenstronomy, which is publicly available online at 
(Birrer et al. 2015; Birrer & Amara 2018). A second independent
team uses the software glee to analyze the same lens system (Suyu
& Halkola 2010). In a future paper, cosmographic inference based
on this second analysis and a comparison between the two analyses
will be presented (Yıldırım et al., in preparation). Both of the inde-
pendent modelling works use the results from a companion paper,
which analyzes the lens environment to detect galaxy groups and
estimate the external convergence using the DES data, and measure
the stellar kinematics of the central deflector galaxy from spectro-
scopic observations (Buckley-Geer et al., in preparation).
Our concerted effort to analyze a system independently but
based on the same data, andwith some overlap inmodelling choices,
is an important step forward in estimating the modelling errors
with respect to previous works. Previous efforts by the H0LiCOW
and Strong-lensing High Angular Resolution Programme (SHARP)
collaborations took some step in this direction by assigning dif-
ferent lead investigators and softwares to the analysis of the six
lenses. The lens systems B1608+656, RXJ1131–1231, HE 0435–
1223, WFI2033–4723, and PG 1115+080 were analyzed using the
lens modelling software glee, whereas the systems RXJ1131–1231
and SDSS 1206+4332 were analyzed using the software lenstron-
omy (Suyu et al. 2010, 2013; Birrer et al. 2016, 2019; Wong et al.
2017; Rusu et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019). In total, four different
lead investigators modelled these six lenses, even though there was
overlap between the team members. The two softwares used in the
modelling differ in various aspects. For example, lenstronomy per-
forms source-reconstruction using a basis set of shapelets, whereas
glee performs a pixelized source-reconstruction with regulariza-
tion. lenstronomy is a publicly available open-source software,
whereas glee is not.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we lay out
the necessary formalism and describe the analysis framework. We
present the datasets used in our analysis in Section 3. Next in Section
4, we describe the different mass and light profiles that are used in
the lens modelling. We present the various lens model choices in
Section 5. We report the results from the lens modelling and the
cosmographic inference in Section 6. Finally, we discuss the results
and summarize the paper in Section 7.
In order to preserve the blindness of the analysis, this paper
and the companion describing the analysis of the environment and
line of sight used to compute the external convergence were inter-
nally reviewed by the STRIDES collaboration and the DES strong-
lensing working group before unblinding. Once both the analyses
and manuscripts met the approval of the internal reviewers and
co-authors, unblinding happened on 2019 September 25. After un-
blinding, the only changes to the manuscript were the addition of
the unblinded measurements, discussion on the unblinded results
in Section 7, minor editing for clarity, grammar, and typos after
the DES collaboration-wide review, and the addition of the plot
showing the galaxy group’s convergence described in Appendix C.
2 FRAMEWORK OF THE COSMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
In this section, we outline our cosmographic analysis using strong-
lensing time delays.We briefly lay out the strong-lensing time-delay
formalism in Section 2.1, discuss the lensing degeneracies in Section
2.2, present an overview of the kinematic analysis in Section 2.3,
describe the cosmological analysis in Section 2.4, and formalize the
underlying Bayesian inference framework of our analysis in Section
2.5.
2.1 Strong-lensing time delay
The time delay ∆tXY between arrival of photons at two images,
indexed with X and Y, of a multiply-imaged quasar by a single
deflector is given by
∆tXY =
1 + zd
c
DdDs
Dds
[ (θX − β)2
2
− (θY − β)
2
2
− ψ(θX) + ψ(θY)
]
.
(1)
Here, the three angular diameter distances are Dd: between the
observer and the deflector, Ds: between the observer and the source,
andDds: between the deflector and the source. Additionally, zd is the
deflector redshift, c is the speed of light, θ is the image position,β is
the source position, and ψ is the deflection potential. The deflection
potential is defined such that its gradient gives the deflection field
α ≡ ∇ψ. Then, the deflection potential relates to the convergence κ
as κ = ∇2ψ/2. We define the Fermat potential φ as
φ(θ) ≡ (θ − β)
2
2
− ψ(θ), (2)
and the time-delay distance as
D∆t ≡ (1 + zd)
DdDs
Dds
. (3)
Then, we can express equation (1) in a more compact form as
∆tXY =
D∆t
c
(φ(θX) − φ(θY)) ≡ D∆tc ∆φXY. (4)
If multiple deflectors are present at close angular proximity at
different redshifts, then we need to use the multi-lens-plane formal-
ism to describe the lensing effect with sufficient accuracy. The time
delay between two images for the case of lensing with P lens planes
can be obtained by tracing the lensed light-ray backward from the
image plane to the source plane as
∆tXY =
P∑
i=1
D∆t,i,i+1
c
[
(θX,i − θX,i+1)2
2
− (θY,i − θY,i+1)
2
2
−ζi,i+1
{
ψi(θX,i) − ψi(θY,i)
}] (5)
(cf. equation 9.17 of Schneider et al. 1992). Here, the first lens
plane is the nearest to the observer and the (P + 1)-th plane refers
to the source plane. The time-delay distance D∆t,i, j between a pair
of planes is defined as
D∆t,i, j ≡ 1 + zic
DiDj
Di j
, i < j, (6)
where Di is the angular diameter distance from the observer to the
ith plane and Di j is the angular diameter distance between the ith
and jth planes. The rescaling factor ζi, j is defined as
ζi, j ≡
Di jDs
DjDis
, i < j . (7)
In this multi-lens-plane case, we can define the time-delay distance
between the central deflector plane and the source plane as the
effective time-delay distance Deff
∆t
≡ D∆t,d,s that normalizes the
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multi-lens-plane time delay as
∆tXY =
Deff
∆t
c
P∑
i=1
1 + zi
1 + zd
DiDi+1Dds
DdDsDi i+1
[
(θX,i − θX,i+1)2
2
− (θY,i − θY,i+1)
2
2
−ζi,i+1
{
ψi(θX,i) − ψi(θY,i)
}]
=
Deff
∆t
c
∆φeffXY.
(8)
Here, we defined the effective Fermat potential for the multi-lens-
plane case as
φeff(θ) ≡
P∑
i=1
1 + zi
1 + zd
DiDi+1Dds
DdDsDi i+1
[ (θi − θi+1)2
2
− ζi,i+1ψi(θi)
]
.
(9)
In equation (8), the effective Fermat potential difference ∆φeffXY only
contains the distance ratios. Thus, this term does not depend on
H0. However, the distance ratios weakly depend on the relative
expansion history, thus on the density parameter Ω in the context
of ΛCDM. Only the effective time-delay distance Deff
∆t
depends on
H0 in equation (8). For the single lens plane case with P = 1, the
effective Fermat potential φeff and the effective time-delay distance
Deff
∆t
naturally take the formof their the single-lens-plane equivalents
φ and D∆t from equations (2) and (3), respectively.
2.2 Mass-sheet degeneracy
For lensing, the imaging observables such as the flux ratios and
the relative astrometry are invariant with respect to the mass-sheet
transformation (MST; Falco et al. 1985). If we transform the con-
vergence and the source plane as
κ(θ) → κϑ(θ) = ϑκ(θ) + 1 − ϑ,
β → β′ = ϑβ, (10)
then the lensing observables except the time delay remain invariant.
This invariance under the MST is called the mass-sheet degeneracy
(MSD).
We can express the physically-existent “true” mass distribution
as
κtrue = κlens + κext, (11)
where, κlens is the convergence of the central deflector includ-
ing nearby satellites and perturbers, and κext is the convergence
from projecting all the line-of-sight inhomogeneities onto the lens
plane. If we impose the condition limθ→∞ κlens = 0, then we have
limθ→∞ κtrue = κext. As a result, we can interpret the external
convergence κext as the convergence far from or “external” to the
central deflector. However, as we cannot constrain κext only from
the lensing observables due to the MSD, we aim to constrain a
model κ′model that captures all the lensing effects of κtrue. By taking
ϑ = 1/(1 − κext) in equation (10), we can obtain a MST of κtrue as
κϑ =
1
1 − κext (κlens + κext) −
κext
1 − κext =
κlens
1 − κext = κ
′
model. (12)
Here, we name this κϑ as κ′model because it captures all the lensing
effect of κtrue by the virtue of MST. If we can constrain κ′model,
then we can obtain κtrue simply through a MST with ϑ = 1 − κext
where κext is separately constrained by studying the lens environ-
ment. However, the lens model κmodel that we actually constrain can
potentially be an internal MST of κ′model given by
κ′model = ϑintκmodel + 1 − ϑint. (13)
The internal MST factor ϑint only changes the shape of the mass
profile, but it does not add any physical mass to the model within
the Einstein radius. Note that both κmodel and κ′model can satisfy
limθ→∞ κ = 0 by construction. In that case, ϑint is not a constant
over the whole plane and we have the condition limθ→∞ ϑint = 1
(Schneider & Sluse 2014). This condition implies that ϑint does
not physically add an infinite background-mass-sheet. With such
a ϑint, both models κmodel and κ′model can reproduce the lensing
observables that are indistinguishable within the noise level in the
data. Finally, combining equations (11), (12), and (13), we write
the relation between the “true” convergence κtrue and the modeled
convergence κmodel as
κtrue = (1 − κext) [ϑintκmodel + 1 − ϑint] + κext. (14)
Using different but equally plausiblemodel parameterizations—e.g.
power-law profile, composite profile—we explore different model
families related by equation (13). To alleviate the MSD within a
model family by constraining ϑint, we utilize non-lensing observ-
ables, e.g. kinematics of the deflector galaxy. Kinematics probes the
three-dimensional deprojection of κlens for a given combination of
κmodel and κext. Moreover, the addition of the kinematic informa-
tion also constrains the angular diameter distance to the deflectorDd
(Paraficz&Hjorth 2009; Jee et al. 2015). As a result, the uncertainty
on the estimated H0 is improved by kinematics in two ways:
(i) by alleviating the MSD, and
(ii) by adding extra constraint on cosmology through Dd
(Jee et al. 2016; Birrer et al. 2016; Shajib et al. 2018). In the next
subsection, we outline the kinematic analysis framework.
2.3 Kinematic analysis
The kinematic observable is the luminosity-weighted line-of-sight
stellar velocity dispersion σlos. To model the three-dimensional
mass distribution consistent with the observed velocity dispersion,
we adopt the spherical solution of the Jeans equations. We can
express the spherical Jeans equation as
d
(
l(r) σ2r
)
dr
+
2βani l(r) σ2r
r
= −l(r) dΦ
dr
. (15)
Here, l(r) is the three-dimensional luminosity density of the stars,
σr is the intrinsic radial velocity dispersion, and βani(r) is the
anisotropy parameter relating σr with the tangential velocity dis-
persion σt as
β(r) ≡ 1 − σ
2
t
σ2r
. (16)
By solving equation (15), we can obtain the luminosity-weighted,
line-of-sight velocity dispersion as
σ2los(R) =
2G
I(R)
∫ ∞
R
Kβ
( r
R
) l(r) M(r)
r
dr, (17)
where M(r) is the enclosed mass within radius r (Mamon & Łokas
2005). Here, the function Kβ(%) depends on the parameterization
MNRAS 000, 1–30 (2019)
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of β(r). We adopt the Osipkov–Merritt parameterization of the
anisotropy parameter given by
βani(r) = r
2
r2 + r2ani
, (18)
where rani is the anisotropy scale radius (Osipkov 1979; Merritt
1985a,b). For this parameterization, the functionKβ takes the form
Kβ(u) =
u2ani + 1/2
(uani + 1)3/2
(
u2 + u2ani
u
)
tan−1
(√
u2 − 1
u2ani + 1
)
− 1/2
u2ani + 1
√
1 − 1
u2
,
(19)
where uani = rani/R (Mamon & Łokas 2005).
The enclosed mass M(r) is computed from the 3D mass pro-
file. For the convergence and surface brightness profiles that can not
be straightforwardly deprojected into three dimension, we decom-
pose them into concentric Gaussian components (Bendinelli 1991;
Shajib 2019). We then deproject the Gaussian components into 3D
Gaussians to compute the enclosed mass M(r) and 3D light density
profile l(r).
2.4 Cosmological distances
In this section, we effectively follow Birrer et al. (2016, 2019) to
jointly infer D∆t and Dd. From the modelled convergence profile
κ′model of the deflector, we derive the time-delay distance D
′
∆t
par-
ticular to the deflector’s line of sight. We need to correct D′
∆t
for
the external convergence κext to obtain the true time-delay distance
D∆t . From equations (1) and (12), we can express the true time-
delay distance D∆t as
D∆t =
D′
∆t
1 − κext . (20)
We can express σlos in terms of parameters characterizing
the 2D mass and light distributions and relevant angular diameter
distances as
σ2los =
Ds
Dds
c2 J(ξlens, ξlight, βani), (21)
where ξlens is the set of mass parameters, ξlight is the set of light
distribution parameters, c is the speed of light, and the function J
captures all the dependencies from themass profile, the light profile,
and the orbital anisotropy (Birrer et al. 2016). The parameters in the
argument of the function J are expressed in angular units, thus they
do not depend on the cosmology. Then from equation (1), we have
DdDs
Dds
=
c ∆tXY
(1 + zd) ∆φeffXY(ξlens)
. (22)
Combining this equation with equation (21), we can write
Dd =
c3 ∆tXY J(ξlens, ξlight, βani)
(1 + zd) σ2los ∆φeffXY(ξlens)
(23)
(Birrer et al. 2016). As a result, we can estimate the angular diam-
eter distance Dd to the deflector by combining the kinematics with
the lensing observables. Therefore, we can infer two cosmologi-
cal distances, D∆t and Dd, at specific redshifts relevant to the lens
system. Thus, we can constrain the Hubble constant and other cos-
mological parameters from the distance–redshift relation for a given
cosmology. In the next section, we describe the combined Bayesian
framework to infer the Hubble constant from the observables.
2.5 Bayesian inference framework
At the top level, the two cosmological distances D∆t and Dd
contain all the cosmographic information. We express the set of
cosmological distances using the notation D, which is a function
D(ω;C) of the set of cosmological parameters ω for a given cos-
mology C. We denote the set containing all the observables as
O ≡ {Oimg,O∆t,Okin,Oenv}, where Oimg contains the imaging
data of the lens system,O∆t contains the observed time delays,Okin
contains the spectra the of the deflector to estimate the kinematics,
andOenv contains photometric and spectroscopic survey data of the
lens environment to estimate the external convergence. Then from
Bayes’ theorem, we can write
p(ω | O,C) ∝ p(O | ω,C) p(ω | C)
= p (O | D(ω;C)) p(ω | C), (24)
where the probability density p(ω | O,C) is called the posterior of
ω, the probability density p(O | ω,C) is called the likelihood of
O given {ω,C}, and the probability density p(ω | C) is called the
prior for ω. In the last line of the above equation, we have changed
{ω,C} into D(ω;C) in the likelihood term, as it allows us to break
down the computation of the likelihood into two steps. First, we
compute the likelihood p(O | D) of the observed data for given
cosmological distances marginalizing over various model choices
and their respective parameters. Then, we can fold in the prior
of the cosmological parameters p(ω | C) to obtain the posterior
p(ω | O,C). As the different pieces of the data are independent, we
can break up the likelihood into likelihoods of each observable type
as
p(O | D) = p(Oimg | D) p(O∆t | D) p(Okin | D) P(Oenv | D). (25)
When computing these likelihood functions, we adopt a combi-
nation of model choices. We denote the model choice containing
the mass model parameters ξlens and deflector light model param-
eters ξlight as M . In addition, we have to make specific choices for
the parameterization ξsource of the source light distribution and the
parameterization ξpert of the mass profiles of the line-of-sight per-
turbers. We denote the model choice encompassing ξsource and ξpert
as S. We also marginalize over the external convergence κext and
the parameters ξβ characterizing βani. Adding it all together, we can
marginalize all the specific model parameters to express the total
likelihood given the distances as
p(O | D,M) =
∫
p(Oimg | ξlens, ξlight, ξsource, ξpert,M, S)
× p(O∆t | ∆t(ξlens, ξlight, ξpert, κext; M, S))
× p(ξsource, ξpert | S) p(S)
× p(Okin | σlos(ξlens, ξlight, κext, ξβ ; M)) p(ξβ | ξlens, ξlight,M)
× p(Oenv | κext) p(κext)
× p(ξlens, ξlight | M)
× dξsource dξpert dS dξβ dκext dξlens dξlight.
(26)
Here, we omitted some model parameters and model specifications
in the conditional statements of the likelihoods where the corre-
sponding likelihood does not depend on them. Breaking up the like-
lihood as above allows us to partially separate the computation of
the likelihoods for different observable types before marginalizing
over the model parameters. We first describe the imaging likelihood
and marginalization over relevant models and model parameters in
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Section 2.5.1, then we explain the derivation of the joint poste-
rior combining time delay and kinematics likelihoods with the lens
model posterior in Section 2.5.2.
2.5.1 Lens model posterior and evidence from imaging likelihood
We can first obtain the posterior of the lens model parameters Ξ ≡
{ξlens, ξlight, ξsource, ξpert} as
p(Ξ | Oimg,M, S) =
p(Oimg | Ξ,M, S) p(Ξ | M, S)
p(Oimg | M, S) . (27)
Here, the term in the denominator Z ≡ p(Oimg | M, S) is the
evidence for the imaging data Oimg given the model {M, S}. We
first change the variables {ξlens, ξpert} → {ξlens,∆φeffXY} in equation
(27) to be able to marginalize over parameters related to the line-
of-sight galaxies while retaining their effect on the Fermat potential
difference ∆φXY. As the Jacobian |d{ξlens,∆φeffXY}/d{ξlens, ξpert}|
cancels out from both sides, we have
p(ξlens,ξlight, ξsource,∆φeffXY | Oimg,M, S)
= p(Oimg | ξlens, ξlight, ξsource,∆φeffXY,M, S)
× p(ξlens, ξlight, ξsource,∆φ
eff
XY | M, S)
p(Oimg | M, S) .
(28)
We can marginalize this posterior over ξsource and S as
p(ξlens,ξlight,∆φeffXY | Oimg,M)
=
∫
p(ξlens, ξlight, ξsource,∆φeffXY | Oimg, S,M)
× p(S) dξsource dS.
(29)
Since the term inside the integral contains the evidence termZ, the
integral over the model space S automatically weights the models
{S} according to their evidence ratios. As we can only discretely
samplemodels {Sn} from themodel space S, the integral in equation
(27) becomes a discrete sum as
p(ξlens,ξlight,∆φeffXY | Oimg,M)
=
∑
n
∆Sn
∫
p(ξlens, ξlight, ξsource,∆φeffXY | Oimg, Sn,M)
× p(Sn) dξsource.
(30)
Here, the term ∆Sn can be interpreted as the model space volume
represented by the model Sn, thus it can account for sparse sampling
from the model space.
In our model, we have both linear and non-linear parameters.
The linear parameters are the amplitudes of the surface brightness
profiles that we treat with a basis set in ourmodel (Birrer et al. 2015).
We denote the linear parameters using the vector λ and non-linear
parameters using the set ν. Hence, the lens model parameters can
alternatively be expressed as Ξ ≡ {ν,λ}. We can write the evidence
integral as
Z =
∫
p(Oimg | ν,λ,M, S) p(λ | M, S) p(ν | M, S) dλ dν. (31)
We can first marginalize over the linear parameters to get the like-
lihood P(Oimg | ν,M, S) in terms of only the non-linear parameters
as
p(Oimg | ν,M, S) =
∫
p(Oimg | ν,λ,M, S) p(λ | M, S) dλ. (32)
If λˆ is the maximum-likelihood estimator of P(Oimg | ν,λ,M, S)
for given {ν,M, S}, then we can approximate the likelihood as a
Gaussian function in the vicinity of λˆ as
p(Oimg | ν,λ,M, S) ≈ p(Oimg | ν, λˆ + ∆λ,M, S)
× exp
[
−1
2
∆λTK−1λλ∆λ
]
,
(33)
whereKλλ is the covariancematrix ofλ (Birrer et al. 2015).We can
directly obtain λˆ given the set of non-linear parameters ν by solving
a set of linear equations. If we take a uniform prior U(−w/2, w/2)
for λ, then from equation (32) we have
p(Oimg | ν,M, S) ≈ p(Oimg | ν, λˆ,M, S) [(2pi)
n det (Kλλ)]1/2∏n
i wi
,
(34)
where n = dim(λ) is the number of linear parameters. Then, we can
express the evidence as
Z ≈ [(2pi)
n det (Kλλ)]1/2∏n
i wi
∫
p(Oimg | ν, λˆ,M, S) p(ν | M, S) dν.
(35)
2.5.2 Joint posterior combining time delay and kinematics
likelihoods
Next, we can fold in the time-delay likelihood to update the posterior
and marginalize over the Fermat potential ∆φeffXY as
p(D,ξlens, ξlight, κext | Oimg,O∆t,Oenv,M)
∝
∫
p(O∆t | ∆t(D, ξlens, ξlight,∆φeffXY, κext;Oimg,Oenv,M))
× p(ξlens, ξlight,∆φeffXY | Oimg,M)
× p(κext | Oenv) p(D) d∆φeffXY.
(36)
Tie & Kochanek (2018) introduce a possible microlensing time-
delay effect due to the asymmetric magnification of a quasar accre-
tion disk due to microlensing by the foreground stars in the deflector
galaxy. For the case that marginalizes over this microlensing time-
delay effect, the above equation becomes
p(D, ξlens, ξlight, κext | Oimg,O∆t,Oenv,M)
∝
∫
p(O∆t | ∆t(D, ξlens, ξlight, ξmicro, κext,∆φeffXY;Oimg,Oenv,M))
× p(ξlens, ξlight,∆φeffXY | Oimg,M)
× p(κext | Oenv) p(ξmicro) p(D) d∆φeffXY dξmicro,
(37)
where ξmicro is the set of parameters relevant to the microlensing
time-delay effect, e.g. parameters related to the properties of the
black hole and the accretion disk (Chen et al. 2018).
Then, we can update the posterior once again by folding in the
kinematic likelihood as
p(D, ξlens,ξlight, κext, ξβ | Oimg,O∆t,Okin,Oenv,M)
= p(Okin | σlos(D, ξlens, ξlight, κext, ξβ ; M))
× p(ξβ | ξlens, ξlight,M)
× p(D, ξlens, ξlight, κext | Oimg,O∆t,M).
(38)
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Now, we can marginalize over the model parameters to obtain
the posterior of the cosmological distances D as
p(D | O,M) = p(D | Oimg,O∆t,Okin,Oenv,M)
=
∫
p(D, ξlens, ξlight, κext, ξβ | Oimg,O∆t,Okin,Oenv,M)
× dξβ dκext dξlens dξlight.
(39)
Finally, we can marginalize over the deflector mass model
choices as
p(D | O) =
∑
M
p(D | O,M) p(M | O). (40)
A particular choice of mass modelM breaks theMSD (Schneider &
Sluse 2014). However, we can not ascertain that our adopted mass
model choice represents the true mass distribution. As a result, we
can not weigh different mass models according to their evidence
ratios as a higher evidence value may just be a fluke from breaking
the MSD near a better fit of the data. Therefore, we take p(M | O) =
1 to equally weight different deflector mass model choices.
As the likelihood p(O | D) follows the proportionality relation
p(O | D) ∝ p(D | O)
p(D) , (41)
we can then use the distance posterior p(D | O) to obtain the
posterior of the cosmological parameters p(ω | O,C) from equation
(24).
3 THE LENS SYSTEM AND DATASETS
In this paper, we perform cosmographic analyses of the lens systems
DES J0408−5354. This lens was discovered and confirmed by Lin
et al. (2017) from a large sample of potential galaxy-galaxy lenses in
the DES footprint (Diehl et al. 2017). Agnello et al. (2017) acquired
follow-up data and modelled the system presenting evidence for a
faint perturber G2 near one of the quasar images, which was later
confirmed by the deeper and higher-resolution imaging from the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST; Shajib et al. 2019).
The necessary datasets and ancillary measurements for cos-
mographic analysis are
(i) high-resolution imaging of the lens system,
(ii) spectroscopy of the lens components to measure redshifts,
(iii) measured time-delays between the images,
(iv) LOS velocity dispersion of the central deflector galaxy, and
(v) estimate of the external convergence.
Each type of dataset or ancillary measurement is described in the
following subsections.
3.1 HST imaging of the lens system
HST Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC3) imagingwas obtained under the
program GO-15320 (PI: Treu; Shajib et al. 2019). The images were
taken in three filters: F160W in infrared (IR), F814W and F475X
in ultraviolet–visual (UVIS). For each filter, four exposures—two
short and two long—were taken to cover the large dynamic range in
brightness encompassing the bright quasar images and the fainter
extended host galaxy. For the IR band, we chose a 4-point dither
pattern and STEP100 readout sequence for the MULTIACCUM
mode. For the UVIS bands, we adopted a 2-point dither pattern.
The total exposure times for the three filters are 2196.9 s in F160W,
1428 s in F814W, and 1348 s in F475X.
The data in each band were reduced with the standard as-
trodrizzle package (Avila et al. 2015). The final pixel scale after
drizzling is 0.08 arcsec in the IR band, and 0.04 arcsec in the UVIS
band. We estimate the background level in the reduced image from
each band using sextractor and subtract it from the reduced image
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
Fig. 1 shows the color-composite image for the lens system
and its surrounding. The central deflector galaxy G1 has a visible
satellite galaxy G2. The four prominent nearby galaxies along the
line of sight are marked with G3, G4, G5, and G6. Note that the
naming convention of these galaxies is different in Lin et al. (2017)
and Agnello et al. (2017).
The lens has multiple lensed arcs from additional source com-
ponents, S2 and S3. The lensed arc S2 lies inside the Einstein radius
and it has a noticeable counter-image on the North-West of image
B. Another faint lensed arc S3 lies on the East of image D.We could
not identify the counter image of S3 from visual inspection.
3.2 Spectroscopic observations of the lens components
The central deflector G1 sits at the redshift zd = 0.597 and the
quasar sits at redshift zQSO = 2.375 (Lin et al. 2017). Buckley-
Geer et al. (in preparation) measure redshifts for the nearby line-
of-sight galaxies G3–G6 from spectroscopic observations using the
Magellan and the Gemini telescopes obtaining zG3 = 0.769, zG4 =
0.771, zG5 = 1.032, and zG6 = 0.594.
We measure the redshift of S2 zS2 = 2.228 from the integral-
field spectroscopy observations of DES J0408−5354with theMulti-
Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE, on the ESO VLT UT4). The
MUSE observations of the lens and its immediate neighbourhood,
within approximately 45 arcsec, were carried out in Period 102 dur-
ing two nights on 2019 January 11 and 13 [run 0102.A-0600(E), PI
Agnello]. The observations were executed in wide-field mode with
adaptive-optics (AO) corrections, so that the multiple images and
galaxies in this lens could be properly deblended. The AOwide field
mode of MUSE results in a wavelength coverage from 4700–5803
Å, and 5966-9350 Å at a spectral resolution of R ∼ 1700–3400.
Each observation block contains 4 exposures, with the main target
placed in 4 different quadrants of the instrument’s field of view. An
approximately 15′′ × 15′′ region centred on the lens was exposed
for four hours, with a dither-and-rotation pattern that minimized
artifacts due to the multiple instrument slicers and channels. We re-
duced the data-cubes using the standard esorex pipeline recipes and
flux calibrated them using observations of standard stars obtained
on the two nights. Offsets between 20 individual exposures were
determined from cross-correlations of white light images created
from individual data-cubes. We cleaned strong sky-line residuals
from the final combined data-cube using zap (Soto et al. 2016).
The setup results in a final data-cube with a full field-of-view of
92′′ × 95′′. For this work, we analyzed a 8′′ × 8′′ ‘mini-cube’ cen-
tred around the lens. We use three stars in the field as reference
point source function (PSF) cubes. We decompose the ‘mini-cube’
as a superposition of four Moffat profiles for the quasar images, and
a convolved de Vaucouleurs profile for the deflection light distribu-
tion. By means of this procedure, all component spectra could be
reliably separated and the quasar shot noise on the deflector spectra
was minimized.
We also measure the line-of-sight velocity dispersions of G3–
G6 and S2 from the MUSE spectra (Table 1). We adopt an uncer-
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Table 1. Redshift and stellar velocity dispersion for the line-of-sight galax-
ies G3–G6 and S2. The relative offsets of the observed centroids for G3–G6
are computed from the coordinate RA 04:08:21.71 and Dec -53:53:59.34.
The tabulated uncertainties for the velocity dispersions are statistical uncer-
tainties. However, we adopt a 20 km s-1 uncertainty for each measurement to
account for the typical systematic uncertainty for kinematics obtained from
MUSE spectra (Guérou et al. 2017).
Galaxy ∆RA ∆Dec Redshift Stellar velocity dispersion
(arcsec) (arcsec) (km s-1)
G3 1.08 -6.52 0.769 226 ± 7
G4 -0.40 -13.58 0.771 153 ± 10
G5 5.34 -0.78 1.032 56 ± 2
G6 10.90 5.53 0.594 63 ± 7
S2 – – 2.228 46 ± 9
tainty of 20 km s-1 on the measured velocity dispersion to account
for the typical systematic uncertainty for kinematics extracted from
MUSE spectra (Guérou et al. 2017).
3.3 Time delays
Courbin et al. (2018) present the measured time delays between the
images of DES J0408−5354. This system was monitored to obtain
light-curves of the lensed images using theMPIA 2.2 m telescope at
La Silla observatory between 2016 October 1 and 2017 April 8. The
system was observed almost daily except for 14 consecutive nights
between 2016 December 10 and 2016 December 24, and for one
week in 2017 January due to bad weather and technical problems.
Additional monitoring was carried out using the 1.2 m the Leonhard
Euler 1.2m Swiss Telescope (Euler) between 2016 July and April
2017. The mean observation cadence with Euler is 5 days. From
these light-curves of the lensed images, the measured time delays
are ∆tAB = −112.1 ± 2.1 days, ∆tAD = −155.5 ± 12.8 days, and
∆tBD = −42.4±17.6 days (see Fig. 1 for the naming of the images).
The time delays relative to image C could not be measured due the
close proximity of a satellite galaxy as it is difficult to deblend the
quasar flux from the satellite’s in the ground-based monitoring data.
3.4 Velocity dispersion of the central deflector
Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation) measure the velocity disper-
sion of G1. The velocity dispersion is measured with four different
observing setups: two mask setups with the Magellan telescope,
one with the Gemini telescope, and one with the MUSE spectra.
The specifics and the measured values from these four setups are
tabulated in Table 2. We estimate the systematic uncertainty σsysσlos
in the measured velocity dispersion to add the reported statistical
uncertainty σstatσlos . We infer a systematic uncertainty of 17 km s
-1
from the variance in the estimated velocity dispersions when dif-
ferent settings—e.g. the stellar population library, the stellar tem-
plates, the wavelength region—are varied in the kinematic fitting.
We form a covariance matrix for the velocity dispersion measure-
ments with (σsysσlos )2+(σstatσlos )2 for the diagonal terms and (σ
sys
σlos )2 for
off-diagonal terms, as the source of the systematic in the kinematic
fitting is common between all the measurements.
3.5 Estimate of the external convergence
Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation) present the distribution of the
external convergence κext for DES J0408−5354. This analysis is
based on the weighted galaxy number counts approach of Greene
et al. (2013), which was further developed by Rusu et al. (2017),
Birrer et al. (2019), andRusu et al. (2019). In brief, weighted number
counts are computed in 45′′- and 120′′-radii apertures centred on
the lensing system, up to a depth of I = 22.5 mag, using simple
physical weights robust to measurement errors, such as the inverse
of the distance to the lens and photometric/spectroscopic redshifts.
Analogous number counts are computed in a large number of same-
size apertures and depth in a cosmological survey, in this case DES,
so as to measure the over/underdensity of the DES J0408−5354 line
of sight relative to the median line of sight through the universe,
in terms of weighted number count ratios. In this case, the line of
sight was found to be underdense, and a combination of weighted
number count ratios was used as constraint to select statistically
similar lines of sight from the Millennium Simulation (Springel
et al. 2005). Using the external convergence maps from Hilbert
et al. (2009) corresponding to each Millennium Simulation line of
sight, we construct a probability distribution function of κext.
4 LENS MODEL INGREDIENTS
In this section, we describe the mass and light profiles used to
construct the lens model in our analysis.
4.1 Central deflector’s mass profiles
To model the main deflector’s mass distribution, we adopt two sets
of profiles: (i) power-law, and (ii) composite mass profile.
4.1.1 Power-law mass profile
We adopt the power-law elliptical mass distribution (Barkana 1998).
This profile is described by
κPL(θ1, θ2) = 3 − γ2
[
θE
qmθ21 + θ
2
2/qm
]γ−1
, (42)
where γ is the power-law slope, θE is the Einstein radius, and qm
is the axis ratio. The coordinates (θ1, θ2) are in the frame that is
aligned with the major and minor axes. This frame is rotated by a
position angle ϕm from the frame of on-sky coordinates.
4.1.2 Composite mass profile
In the composite mass profile, we adopt separate mass profiles for
the baryonic and the dark components of the mass distribution.
For the dark component, we choose a Navarro–Frenk–White
(NFW) profile with ellipticity defined in the potential. The spherical
NFW profile in three-dimension is given by
ρNFW(r) = ρs(r/rs) (1 + r/rs)2
, (43)
where rs is the scale radius, and ρs is the normalization (Navarro
et al. 1997).
For the baryonic mass profile, we adopt the Chameleon con-
vergence profile. The Chameleon profile approximates the Sérsic
profile within a few per cent in the range 0.5–3Reff , where Reff is
the effective or half-light radius of the Sérsic profile. TheChameleon
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Figure 1. RGB color composite of the lens systems DES J0408−5354. The three HST filters used to create the RGB image are F160W (red), F814W (green),
and F475X (blue). The relative amplitudes between the three filters are adjusted in this figure for better visualization by achieving a higher contrast. We label
different components of the lens system. G1 is the main deflector galaxy and G2 is its satellite galaxy. In addition to the lensed arcs from the extended quasar
host galaxy, this lens system has extra source components S2 and S3. The source component S2 is doubly imaged and forms an extended arc inside the Einstein
radius. S3 forms another fainter extended arc on the North-East outside the Einstein radius without a noticeable counter-image. Four nearby perturbers G3–G6
along the line of sight are marked with the dashed, white circles.
Table 2. Measurements of velocity dispersion from three different setups from Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation).
Instrument and setup Aperture dimension Aperture rotation Seeing Moffat PSF exponent Velocity dispersion
(arcsec×arcsec) (deg E of N) (arcsec) (km s−1)
Magellan mask A 1×1 99 0.68 -2.97 230 ± 37
Magellan mask B 1×1 99 0.76 -3.20 236 ± 42
Gemini mask A2 0.75×1 0 0.52 -3.06 220 ± 21
MUSE 1×1 0 0.61 -1.55 227 ± 9
profile is the difference between two non-singular isothermal ellip- soids given by
κChm(θ1, θ2) =
κ0
1 + qm

1√
θ21 + θ
2
2/q2m + 4w2c/(1 + q2m)
− 1√
θ21 + θ
2
2/q2m + 4w2t /(1 + q2m)

(44)
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(Dutton et al. 2011; Suyu et al. 2014). This profile is convenient to
compute lensing properties using closed-form expressions.
With each of these models, we include an external shear profile
parameterized with the shear magnitude γext and shear angle ϕext.
4.2 Central deflector’s light profile
We use the Sérsic profile and the Chameleon profile to model dif-
ferent light components of the lens system.
4.2.1 Sérsic profile
The Sérsic profile is given by
ISérsic(θ1, θ2) = Ieff exp
−bn

©­­«
√
θ21 + θ
2
2/q2L
θeff
ª®®¬
1/ns
− 1

 , (45)
where θeff is the effective radius, Ieff is the amplitude at θeff , and
ns is the Sérsic index (Sérsic 1968). The factor bn normalizes the
profile such that half of the total luminosity is contained within θeff .
4.2.2 Chameleon profile
We use the same Chameleon profile from equation (44) to fit the
central deflector’s light profile by replacing the convergence ampli-
tude κ0 with flux amplitude I0.
4.3 Quasar host galaxy’s light profile
We choose an elliptical Sérsic profile to model the smooth com-
ponent of the quasar host galaxy’s light distribution. Additionally,
we use a basis set of shapelets to reconstruct the non-smooth fea-
tures in the extended source light distribution (Refregier 2003;
Birrer et al. 2015). The set of shapelets is characterized with
a scale size ς and maximum polynomial order nmax. The or-
der nmax determines the total number of shapelet components
nshapelet = (nmax + 1)(nmax + 2)/2.
We model the quasar images as point-sources on the image
plane convolved with the reconstructed point spread function (PSF).
We let the amplitudes of each quasar image free.
5 LENS MODEL SETUPS
In this section, we present the specific model choices for DES
J0408−5354. Extending on the baseline models, we choose differ-
ent options—that we consider equally viable—for some particular
components of the model. A combination of these options then
make up our model settings S for each mass profile family M . To
be specific, the model settings S include the model components
describing the source and the line-of-sight galaxies, and the model
settingsM include themass and light profiles of the central deflector
galaxy G1. We marginalize over these model settings S to account
for any possible source of systematics that may be introduced from
adopting only one specific choice. We first state the baseline models
in Section 5.1. Then, we elaborate on the different additional model
choices in Sections 5.2–5.9, and we summarize the set of model
settings S that we marginalize over in Section 5.11. The parame-
ter priors that are not specified within this section are tabulated in
Appendix F.
5.1 Baseline models
The specifics of the baseline models agreed by the participating
independent modelling teams are:
• Central deflector G1’s mass profile: power-law profile and com-
posite profile (elliptical NFW potential for the dark component,
double Chameleon convergence for luminous component),
• Central deflectors G1’s light profile:
(i) For models with power-law mass profile: double Sérsic
profile in all three bands,
(ii) Formodels with composite mass profile: double Chameleon
light profile in the F160W band linked with the double
Chameleon mass profile, double Sérsic profiles in UVIS
bands,
• Satellite G2’s mass profile: singular isothermal sphere (SIS)
placed on G1’s lens plane,
• External shear,
• Explicit modelling of the line-of-sight galaxies G3–G6, multi-
lens-plane treatment for G3,
• Multi-source-plane treatment for quasar host S1 and additional
source component S2.
In the next sections, we explain these model settings and further
extend on some of these settings as we see fit.
5.2 Central deflector G1’s mass and light profiles
We choose two sets of mass profile for the central deflector G1:
power-law mass profile and composite mass profile.
For the corresponding light profile distribution of G1 with the
power-law mass profile, we adopt a double Sérsic profile in the
IR band, and a single Sérsic profile for each of the UVIS bands.
Here, we deviated from the baseline model of double Sérsic profile
for the UVIS bands, as we find a single Sérsic profile for each of
the UVIS bands is sufficient and the posteriors of the lens model
parameters are almost identical between the double Sérsic and single
Sérsic profiles for the UVIS bands. Therefore, we adopt the single
Sérsic profile for the UVIS bands to increase numerical efficiency
by simplifying our model. However, we still use the double Sérsic
profile in the IR band where the signal-to-noise ratio of the galaxy
light is higher and thus more flexibility is needed to render it within
the noise. The centroids are joint for all the Sérsic profiles between
the bands. The axis ratio qL, position angle ϕL, and the Sérsic index
ns are also joint between the UVIS bands.We let effective radius θeff
and amplitude Ieff as free parameters independently for all bands to
allow a color gradient.
For the composite mass profile, we model the dark matter dis-
tribution with a NFW profile with ellipticity parameterized in the
potential. For the baryonic matter distribution, we adopt two con-
centric Chameleon profiles to model both the luminous mass dis-
tribution and the light distribution in the F160W band. We join the
scaling and ellipticity parameters of each pairing of the Chameleon
profiles between the baryonic mass distribution and the F160W
light distribution. We do not fix the amplitude ratio between the two
Chameleon profiles and this ratio is sampled as a non-linear pa-
rameter in our model. For each of the two UVIS bands, we adopt a
single Sérsic profile. Similar to power-law profile, the Sérsic profile
parameters except θeff and Ieff are joint between theUVIS bands and
the centroids of the all the deflector light profiles are joint together.
The amplitudes of the mass and light profiles are independent of
each other, thus we allow the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) to be free.
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We adopt a Gaussian prior equivalent to 12.74± 1.71 arcsec for the
NFW scale radius rs based on the results of Gavazzi et al. (2007) for
the Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) survey lenses (Bolton et al. 2006).
The SLACS lenses encompass a redshift range that includes the
central deflector of DES J0408−5354. Similar priors were adopted
in previous H0LiCOW analyses of time-delay lenses (e.g., Wong
et al. 2017; Rusu et al. 2019).
We find the half-light radius θeff of the Sérsic profiles to be
degenerate with the Sérsic index ns in our models and the models
tend to optimize towards large values of θeff that is inconsistent with
our observational prior. To prevent θeff from converging toward
abnormally large values, we impose an empirical prior on θeff . We
derive a scaling relation from the distribution of the central velocity
dispersion σe/2 measured within half of effective radius and Reff in
physical unit for the lenses in the SLACS sample (Auger et al. 2010).
We account for intrinsic scatter in the derived scaling relation as we
are ignoring the average surface brightness I(Reff) in the relation
between the three quantities along the fundamental plane. Then, we
derive a distribution for Reff for DES J0408−5354 for the given
central velocity dispersion measurements from Table 2. In practice,
we simultaneously sample RJ0408eff and the parameters {m, b,S}—for
the scaling relation
log10(σlos/km s−1) = m log10(Reff/kpc) + b (46)
with scatter S—from a joint likelihood for the SLACS sample data
and the measured velocity dispersions of DES J0408−5354. For
each sampled RJ0408eff , we transform the measured central velocity
dispersions within each aperture into σe/2 using the aperture cor-
rection formulae given by Jorgensen et al. (1995). We include the
intrinsic scatter in the likelihood term for DES J0408−5354’s ve-
locity dispersions, thus the scatter in the scaling relation propagates
into the RJ0408eff distribution. We estimate the scaling relation param-
eters asm = 0.18+0.05−0.04, b = 2.2±0.04,S = 1.53±0.05. We convert
the RJ0408eff distribution in physical unit into θeff distribution in an-
gular unit using the angular diameter distance to DES J0408−5354
for our fiducial cosmology, however we add 10 per cent uncertainty
to the distribution to remove any strong dependence on the choice
of cosmology. We take a Gaussian prior with the same mean and
standard deviation of the resultant θeff distribution from the SLACS
lenses (Table F1). We adopt this prior only to prevent θeff from
veering off to very large values. The adopted prior is broad enough
not to bias the θeff posterior within the plausible range of values,
including for the double Sérsic profile.
5.3 Satellite G2’s mass and light profile
In addition to the power-law or composite mass profile for the cen-
tral deflector, we add a singular isothermal sphere (SIS) profile for
G2’s mass distribution and a circular Sérsic profile for its light dis-
tribution. The Sérsic profile parameters except θeff are joint between
all bands. We join the centroid between the SIS and Sérsic profiles.
5.4 Nearby line-of-sight galaxies
We explicitly model the mass distributions of line-of-sight galaxies
G3–6 to fully capture their higher than second order lensing effects
that cannot be accounted for by the external convergence and the
external shear profiles. First in Section 5.4.1, we describe our se-
lection criterion for the line-of-sight galaxies to explicitly include
in our lens model. Then in Section 5.4.2, we explain the mutli-lens-
plane treatment of the line-of-sight galaxies. Lastly in Sections 5.4.3
and 5.4.4, we describe the mass profiles we adopt to model these
line-of-sight galaxies.
5.4.1 Selection criterion of the line-of-sight galaxies for explicit
modelling
To select the line-of-sight galaxies for explicit modelling, we first
estimate the contribution in time-delays between the images from
higher than second order derivatives of the deflection potential of
these galaxies. To quantify this effect, we set a SIS profile for each
perturber with its Einstein radius corresponding to the estimated
central velocity dispersion. We infer the velocity dispersion for
all the line-of-sight galaxies from their stellar masses using two
scaling relations—one from Auger et al. (2010) and the other from
Zahid et al. (2016). To be conservative, we choose the upper limit
of the 1σ confidence interval of the estimated stellar mass and
choose the larger value of the velocity dispersions estimated from
the two scaling relations (Buckley-Geer et al., in preparation). We
select the line-of-sight galaxies that may cause more than 1 per cent
shift in the measured Hubble constant if higher than second order
derivatives of their deflection potential are ignored. The shift in the
Hubble constant can be related to the relative astrometric shift δθAB
between image A and B as
δH0
H0
. D∆t
c∆tAB
(θA − θB) · δθAB (47)
(Birrer & Treu 2019). We take the relative astrometric shift δθAB =
α
(3)
A − α
(3)
B , where the term on the right-hand side is the relative
deflection angle for 3rd and higher order lensing effects from the
SIS profile corresponding to each line-of-sight galaxy. Thus, we set
the selection criterion
Dfiducial
∆t
c∆tAB
(θA − θB) ·
(
α
(3)
A −α
(3)
B
)
≥ 0.01. (48)
This criterion selects G3–G6 for explicit modelling. Note that the
perturber selection criterion based on the “flexion shift”∆3x > 10−4
also selects G3–G6 for explicit modelling (McCully et al. 2017;
Sluse et al. 2019, Buckley-Geer et al., in preparation).
5.4.2 Multi-lens-plane modelling of the line-of-sight galaxies
We model this lens system with a multi-lens-plane treatment by
setting G3’s lens plane at its own redshift zG3 = 0.769, as G3 is
close enough to G0 to cause more than 1 per cent deviation in
the computed time-delays if we place it on G0’s lens plane. We
place G4–G6 on G0’s lens plane as we assume that the deviation
in computed time-delays due to this assumption is negligible given
the combinations of their stellar masses and distances from G0.
Additionally, we model the mass profile of S2 at its redshift
zS2 = 2.228. Therefore, we have three lens-planes in our model. We
can express the effective Fermat potential for the triple-lens-plane
case from equation (9) as
φeff(θ) =
[
DG3DG1,S1
DS1DG1,G3
(θG1 − θG3)2
2
− ψG1(θG1)
]
+
1 + zG3
1 + zG1
[
DG3DS2DG1,S1
DG1DS1DG3,S2
(θG3 − θS2)2
2
−DG3DG1,S1
DG1DG3,S1
ψG3(θG3)
]
+
1 + zS2
1 + zG1
DS2DG1,S1
DG1DS2,S1
[ (θS2 − β)2
2
− ψS2(θS2)
]
.
(49)
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Figure 2. Impact of varying Ωm in the ΛCDM cosmology on the angular
diameter distance ratios between the lens and source planes. All the distance
ratios except for the black line changes less than 1 per cent for a wide
range of Ωm. The black line corresponds to the distance ratio involving S2’s
lens plane. As the S2’s Einstein radius is small (∼0.002 arcsec), the change
in the black line only has a small effect on the effective Fermat potential
[cf. equation (49)]. Therefore, fixing the distance ratios for the fiducial
cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 is not a strong assumption in our analysis. See
Appendix A for tests validating this point.
Here, θG is the quasar’s image position on G’s plane with G ∈ {G1,
G3, S2}, ψG is the deflection potential of G, and β is the quasar’s
position on the source-plane. We fix the distance ratios in the above
equation in our modelling. We adopt the ΛCDM cosmology with
the cosmological density parametersΩm = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7 to obtain
these distance ratios. The relevant distance ratios change by less
than 1 per cent within 0.25 . Ωm . 0.35 and −1.1 . w . −0.9
(Fig. 2). Therefore, adopting this fiducial cosmology is only a weak
assumption in our analysis. Fixing these distance ratios does not
linearly affect our inference of H0, as the ratios do not depend on
H0. However, there can potentially be a small non-linear shift in the
inferredH0 fromour analysis hadwe adopted a different set of values
for Ωm and ΩΛ. The non-linear effect on H0 from fixing density
parameters in the multi-lens-plane treatment was demonstrated to
be less than 1 per cent for two previously analyzed lens systems,
HE 0435–1223 and WFI 2033–4723 (Wong et al. 2017; Rusu et al.
2019). In Appendix A, we show that H0 shifts by less than 1 per
cent if we change the matter density parameter to Ωm = 0.1 and to
Ω = 0.45 within the ΛCDM cosmology. This range in Ωm covers
nearly the full range of our prior Ωm ∈ [0.05, 0.5] for inferring H0
for the ΛCDM cosmology. As a shift less than 1 per cent in H0
is much smaller than the typical precision on H0 (∼5–8 per cent)
allowed by the current data quality, we consider that the impact
of fixing the distance ratios using a fiducial ΛCDM cosmology
has negligible impact in our analysis. However, we find that our
inference of H0 is sensitive to the dark energy equation of state
parameter w in the wCDM cosmology. As we adopt a double source
plane model—as described in Section 5.6—the distance ratios or
the ζ terms in equation (8) become sensitive to w (Gavazzi et al.
2008; Collett et al. 2012; Collett & Auger 2014). Therefore, the
distance posteriors from this analysis should not be used to infer H0
in extended cosmologies other than theΛCDMmodel.We postpone
the derivation of a distance posterior in more general cosmologies
to future work.
We model G3 and S2 with SIS profiles. We place G3 at it’s
“true” position on its own lens plane by tracing back from its ob-
served position accounting for the foreground deflectors. As we also
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Figure 3. Observed and estimated properties of the line-of-sight galaxies
G3–G6. Top left: velocity dispersions derived from the MUSE integral
field spectra. Top right: SIS Einstein radius distributions obtained from the
observed velocity dispersions. Middle left: estimated stellar masses from
Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation).Middle right: halo massM200 inferred
from the estimated stellar mass using the stellar mass–halo mass relation
from Behroozi et al. (2019). Bottom left: halo concentration parameter
c200 obtained using a halo mass–concentration relation for our fiducial
cosmology (Diemer & Joyce 2019). Bottom right: scale radius of the NFW
profile in angular unit for our fiducial cosmology from the M200 and c200
priors. The intrinsic scatter and uncertainties of the adopted scaling relations
are accounted for at each conversion step. We use the SIS Einstein radius
distributions as priors for the SIS model and theM200 and c200 distributions
as priors for the NFW model for G4–G6.
model the flux distribution from S2, we join the centroid of S2’s
mass profile with its light centroid on its plane.
For G4–G6, we fix their centroids at their observed position
on the lens plane of G1. For the mass profiles of G4–G6, we adopt
two choices: the SIS profile and the spherical NFW profile. We
choose the additional NFW model for G4–G6 as the NFW scale
radius estimated from each of their stellar masses is smaller than
the distance between the galaxy and G0 (Fig. 3, Section 5.4.4).
Thus, their mass profile slopes can potentially be different from the
isothermal profile at the centre of G0. In Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4,
we describe the priors for the SIS and NFW profile parameters,
respectively, of the line-of-sight galaxies.
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5.4.3 SIS profile for the line-of-sight galaxies
We estimate the SIS Einstein radius distribution from each galaxy’s
SIS velocity dispersion σSIS using the relation
θE,SIS = 4pi
(σSIS
c
)2 DG,S1
DS1
, (50)
where θE,SIS is the Einstein radius for a SIS profile, and DG,S1 is
the angular diameter distance between a line-of-sight galaxy G ∈
{G3, G4, G5, G6, S2} and S1. We calculate the distance ratio in the
above equation using our fiducial cosmology.We do not need to add
uncertainty to the fiducial cosmology used here as the distance ratios
are independent of H0 and a large shift (e.g., by 0.1) inΩm changes
them by negligible amount relative to the 20 km s-1 uncertainty we
adopted for the velocity dispersions.
G4 and G6’s observed morphologies indicate that they are
elliptical galaxies. Therefore, we take their observed stellar velocity
dispersions σap as σSIS in equation (50) to obtain these galaxies’
Einstein radius prior distributions (Treu et al. 2006; Auger et al.
2010). In contrast, G5’s spectra contains bright [O ii] emission
lines indicative of a star-forming galaxy. We also take S2 as a star-
forming galaxy due to its blue color in the HST three-band imaging
(Fig. 1). Therefore, we estimate the rotational velocities vc of G5
and S2 from their observed ‘aperture-averaged’ velocity dispersions
σap using the scaling relation between v2c /σ2ap and Sérsic index
ns from Agnello et al. (2014). We obtain the Sérsic index of G5
ns = 4 by fitting a Sérsic profile to its light distribution in the
F814W band. From a preliminary lens model, we adopt S2’s Sérsic
index as ns = 1.5. For these Sérsic indices, the v2c /σ2ap ratios are
approximately 2.5 and 2.2, respectively, for G5 and S2. We adopt
a Gaussian uncertainty with standard deviation 0.2 for these ratios
to account for the scatter observed in the v2c /σ2ap–ns distribution
[cf. Fig. 6 of Agnello et al. (2014)]. Then, to convert the estimated
rotational velocity vc into the corresponding SIS velocity dispersion
σSIS, we use the relation
σ2SIS =
GM(R)
2R
=
vc(R)2
2
, (51)
where M(R) is the enclosed 3D mass within a radius R. The es-
timated SIS velocity dispersions are σG5SIS = 62 ± 22 km s-1 and
σS2SIS = 48 ± 11 km s-1. We parameterize the SIS Einstein radius
distributions derived from the velocity dispersions as Gaussian pri-
ors for the SIS mass profiles of G3–G6 and S2.
5.4.4 NFW profile for the line-of-sight galaxies
We parameterize the NFW profiles for G4–G6 with the halo mass
M200 and concentration c200. We obtain the priors on the NFW
profile parameters from the estimated stellar masses of G4–G6
((Buckley-Geer et al., in preparation)). We derive the halo mass dis-
tribution from the stellar mass distribution using the stellar mass–
halo mass relation from Behroozi et al. (2019) for the respective
redshift of the line-of-sight galaxy. We weight the halo-mass dis-
tribution with the halo mass function for our fiducial cosmology
and the relevant redshift from Tinker et al. (2008). We obtain the
concentration distribution from the halo mass distribution for our
fiducial cosmology using the M–c relation from Diemer & Joyce
(2019). We propagate the uncertainties and scatters in these rela-
tions when deriving one quantity from another. The M200 priors
and c200 priors for G4–G6 are shown in Fig. 3. We can also derive
the NFW scale radius rs = R200/c200 in physical unit, and convert
it to the scale radius θs in angular unit given our fiducial cosmology
(Fig. 3). We do not use these scale radii as prior, we only show
the distributions to motivate our choice of the NFW profile for the
galaxies G4–G6.
5.5 Galaxy group containing G1
We do not explicitly model the galaxy group that contains the cen-
tral deflector G1 [Group 5 in Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation)].
The estimated flexion shift log10 ∆x3 = −3.86+0.97−0.72 for this group is
marginally above the conservative threshold ∆x3 > 10−4 (Buckley-
Geer et al., in preparation). However, the larger end of the flexion
shift is provided by the case where the group is centred near to the
central deflector. In that case, the group’s halo coincides with the
deflector’s halo, which is already accounted for in our lens models.
However, if the group’s centroid is offset from the central deflector,
then the flexion shift becomes smaller. Then, the group’s contribu-
tion can be considered only in the approximated convergence, as the
external shear profile already captures the shear contribution from
the group. In Appendix C, we show that the impact of the group’s
convergence, if explicitly accounted for, only shifts H0 by 0.4 per
cent. This small shift justifies our choice of not including the group
in our lens model.
5.6 Source component light profiles
We use an elliptical Sérsic light profile and a set of shapelets to
reconstruct the quasar host S1’s light profile. We join all the Sérsic
profile parameters across the three bands. We join the shapelet scale
size ς across the UVIS bands and leave ς in the IR band as a free
parameter.
To reconstruct S2’s light profile, we take a basis set of one
elliptical Sérsic profile and multiple shapelets. We join the Sérsic
profile parameters and the shapelet scale size ς across bands. For
S3’s light profile, we adopt only an elliptical Sérsic profile. All the
profile parameters for this profile except the amplitude Ieff are joint
across the three bands.
For each model setup, we choose 3 fixed values of nmax: S1’s
nmax in the IR band, S1’s nmax in the UVIS band, and S2’s nmax
common across the three bands. We adopt three different sets of
{nS1, IRmax , nS1, UVISmax , nS2max}: {6, 3, 2}, {7, 4, 2}, {8, 5, 3}. A minimum
number of shapelets is necessary to sufficiently capture the complex
structures in the lensed arcs, however we would start to fit the noise
in the data by adopting too many more shapelets than necessary. We
choose these values for nmax so that we hit a balance between these
two scenarios. As we show in Table 3, the model evidence peaks
around these values, which justifies our choice of these nmax values.
We check if the inferred H0 value from our analysis depends on the
particular range of nmax values adopted above. We find that a set
of larger nmax values {12, 9, 9, 4} and a set of smaller nmax values
{2, 2, 2, 2} both infer H0 within the range spanned by the models
with our adopted nmax values. Thus, our inference of H0 is robust
against the particular range of adopted nmax values.
We place the additional source component S2 at the source
plane with redshift zS2 = 2.228. As we do not know the redshift of
S3, we adopt two choices for its redshift: zQSO and zS2.
For the model where we place S3 on S2’s plane, we ignore the
mass distribution of S3. From our lens model, we find that S3 is
approximately twice further away from the quasar position on S2’s
plane than S2. We run a lens model ignoring S2’s mass profile as
well and find that the time-delay distance shifts by 0.94 per cent.
The total flux from the reconstructed source light distribution of S2
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and S3 are comparable after accounting for lensing magnification.
If S2 and S3 are at a similar redshift, then they have similar total
mass. If we assume SIS profile for S2 and S3, then the convergence
of S3 at the quasar position would be approximately half of that
from S2. We estimate that the time-delay distance will shift by
. 0.5 per cent due to ignoring S3’s mass distribution, if it indeed
lies at a similar redshift of S2. This shift is negligible compared to
the typical uncertainty (5–8 per cent) on the estimated time-delay
distance given the quality of the current data. Therefore, we do not
include its mass distribution in our model as we do not know the
true redshift of S3.
5.7 Potential additional image C2 split from the image C
A faint blob is noticeable on a few pixels toward North-East from
the position of G2 in the F160W band. This blob can potentially be
another quasar image C2 split off from the image C by the nearby
satellite G2. This potential additional image is not noticeable in
the UVIS bands, but this non-detection in the UVIS bands can be
caused by differential extinction through G2. If such an additional
image is predicted by the model, we allow themodel to assign point-
source-like flux at the position of the predicted additional image.
Note that we do not impose the existence of this additional image
in the model.
5.8 HST image region for likelihood computation
To compute the imaging likelihood, we choose a large enough cir-
cular region of the HST image centred on the deflector galaxy in
each band so that it contains most of the flux from the lens system
in that particular band. The radii of these regions are 4.3 arcsec,
3.3 arcsec, and 3.3 arcsec in the F160W, F814W, and F475X bands,
respectively. We mask out some of the pixels around the faint blob
visible between G1 and G3 to block its light that would otherwise be
within the chosen apertures. See the “Normalized Residual” plots
of Fig. 4 or 5 for the shape of the likelihood computation regions.
In Appendix B, we show that this particular choice of likelihood
computation regions is not a source of bias in our analysis.
5.9 Dust extinction by the satellite G2
The satellite G2 may cause differential dust extinction to the lensed
light distribution near image C. Ignoring this differential extinc-
tion may produce poor fitting around image C in the modelling. To
account for this effect, we multiply a differential extinction factor
exp[−τλ(θ1, θ2)] to the lensed light distribution from the quasar
host galaxy in all three bands. Here, τλ is equivalent to an optical
depth parameter. We set the differential extinction profile propor-
tional to G2’s IR surface brightness with a wavelength-dependent
normalization. Therefore, we take τλ(θ1, θ2) = τ0λ IG2(x, y), where
IG2(θ1, θ1) is G2’s light distribution parameterized with a Sérsic
profile as described in Section 5.3. Thus, we are only modelling
the differential extinction effect by G2 and this extinction goes to
zero far away from G2. We do not model the differential extinction
effect for the central deflector G1 as elliptical galaxies like G1 are
typically dust-poor. We connect the proportionality constant τλ0 for
each band using the differential extinction law of Cardelli et al.
(1989) with RV = 3.1. As a result, we only have τ0F814W as a non-
linear parameter in our model. As a check, we run a lens model
with the proportionality constant τ0
λ
in each band independent of
each other and we find that the three constrained τ0
λ
parameters
follow the extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) for RV ∼3–5.
The amplitudes of the quasar images are free parameters, therefore
any possible differential extinction effect in the quasar image flux is
already accounted for.
5.10 Requirement for astrometric precision
For the lens system DES J0408−5354, a precision of 6 mas is re-
quired in the estimated source position to match the precision of
the most precise time delay, ∆tAB (Birrer & Treu 2019). Given the
magnification and the multiplicity of the images, this precision in
the source position translates to an astrometric precision of approx-
imately 40 mas for each image position on the image plane under
a fixed lens model. As we can constrain the image positions in our
models within 10 mas, we meet the requirement for astrometric
precision. We expect any non-accounted astrometric uncertainty on
the level of 10 mas or below to be subdominant in the error budget
and the systematic impact.
5.11 Model choice combinations
Assembling the different choices described above for various com-
ponents in our models, we have the following options that we vary:
(i) Central deflector G1’s mass profile: power-law, composite,
(ii) Source nmax: {6, 3, 2}, {7, 4, 2}, {8, 5, 3},
(iii) S3 redshift: zQSO = 2.375, zS2 = 2.28, and
(iv) G4–G6 mass profile: SIS, NFW.
Taking all possible combinations of these choices, we have 24 differ-
ent models in total—12 for the power-law and 12 for the composite
mass profiles. All the light profiles for lens and source light distri-
bution form a linear basis set, thus all the amplitude parameters are
linear (Birrer et al. 2015; Birrer & Amara 2018). We have 85–137
linear parameters and 57–62 non-linear parameters in the 24 model
setups with either power-law or composite mass profiles.
We can compare the number of chosen models in this study
with the 128 model runs performed in the cosmographic analysis
of SDSS 1206+4332 (Birrer et al. 2019). Since Birrer et al. (2019)
performed two separate sampling runs for the same model, these
authors adopt 64 different models in practice combining the power-
law and composite mass profiles. As Birrer et al. (2019) find that
explicitly accounting for the foreground shear has negligible impact
in the cosmographic analysis, we choose not to include it in our
analysis. Moreover, Birrer et al. (2019) incorporate two different
likelihood-computation region sizes in theirmodel choices, whereas
we do not vary it in our analysis as we show that our analysis
is stable against different choices of the likelihood-computation
region size (Appendix B). As a result, the comparable number of
models in Birrer et al. (2019) is 16 to contrast with our adopted
model number of 24. These numbers, although not identical, are
comparable and difference between the exact number of chosen
models to check systematics can arise naturally due to different
complexity in different lens systems.
6 LENS MODELLING AND COSMOGRAPHIC
INFERENCE
In this section, we first present the lens modelling results (Section
6.1), combine the time-delay and kinematics likelihoods with the
lens model posterior to produce the cosmological distance posterior
(Section 6.2), and inferH0 from the distance posterior (Section 6.3).
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6.1 Modelling workflow and results
We simultaneously model the images from all threeHST bands. For
each model choice from Section 5.11, we reconstruct the PSF for
each HST band. Thus, a set of three reconstructed PSFs is part of
the model choice S that we marginalize (cf. equation 27). To initiate
the PSF reconstruction, we take an initial PSF estimate by taking
the median of a few (∼4–6) stars from each HST image and then re-
centring themedian PSF. At each iteration of the PSF reconstruction
process, we first realign the IR band’s coordinate system with the
UVIS bands’ coordinate system using the quasar image positions
(Shajib et al. 2019). Then, we optimize the lens model given the
PSF from the initial estimate or the previous iteration. Finally, we
re-optimize the PSF using the quasar images after subtracting the
extended host-galaxy light from the optimizedmodel (see, for details
Birrer et al. 2019, and for similar procedure Chen et al. 2016). We
use lenstronomy for lens modelling and PSF reconstruction and
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) routine of cosmohammer
for optimizing the model (Kennedy & Eberhart 1995; Akeret et al.
2013; Birrer & Amara 2018). We repeat the set of the following
three steps five times in total to reconstruct the PSF:
1. IR band image re-alignment,
2. lens model optimization using PSO,
3. PSF reconstruction.
After the PSF reconstruction, we simultaneously sample from
the lens model posterior and compute the model evidence Z us-
ing the dynamic nested sampling algorithm (Skilling 2004; Higson
et al. 2018). We use the nested sampling software dypolychord
(Handley et al. 2015; Higson et al. 2019). In Appendix E, we de-
scribe the sampler settings, assess the numerical performance, and
conclude that the choosen settings allow for sufficient exploration
of the posterior space.
We perform our analysis while blinding H0 and the lensing
quantities directly related to H0, i.e. the model-predicted time de-
lays. We also blind the mass profile slope γ of the power-law model
after the initial exploration stage to find a stable preliminary lens
model.
Figs. 4 and 5 display the most likely models for the power-law
and composite profiles, respectively. In addition to the lensed com-
plex structures in the Einstein ring from the extended quasar host
galaxy, the lensed arcs S2 and S3 are also reproduced very accu-
rately. Moreover, the models reproduce the additional split image
C2 on the other side of G2 from image C.
Table 3 tabulates the evidences for different model choices. We
combine themodel posteriorsweighted by the evidence ratioswithin
each lens model family—power-law or composite—to marginalize
over the model choices. Previous studies—e.g. Birrer et al. (2019);
Rusu et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2019)—use the Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) as an estimate of the evidence for Bayesian model
averaging (BMA; e.g. Madigan & Raftery 1994; Hoeting et al.
1999). Whereas BIC estimates the model evidence based on the
maxima of the likelihood function under certain assumptions, nested
sampling directly computes the model evidence by integrating over
the whole prior space. Hence, the evidence obtained from nested
sampling is more robust.
We account for sparse sampling from themodel space by down-
weighting the evidence ratios between the models. Effectively, we
want to estimate the factor ∆Sn in equation (30) to account for
sparse sampling. We estimate the sparsity of the sampled models
by taking the variance of ∆ logZ between “neighboring” model
pairs that differ in only one model setting. In this way, we are being
conservative by acceptingmore variance in our lens model posterior
to avoid any bias due to sparse sampling from the model space. For
12 models within each mass profile family, we then have 20 such
“neighboring” models. We obtain σmodel
∆ logZ = 436 for the power-law
models and σmodel
∆ logZ = 1210 for the composite models. We follow
Birrer et al. (2019) to adjust the relative weights of the model by
convolving the evidence ratios with a Gaussian kernel with standard
deviation (σmodel
∆ logZ
2
+ σnumeric
∆ logZ
2)1/2. Here, we take σnumeric
∆ logZ = 34
as explained in Appendix E.
In Fig. 6, we compare the posteriors of important lens parame-
ters between power-law and composite mass profiles after marginal-
izing over the model space using the adjusted evidence ratios as
described above.
6.2 Combining the time delays, kinematics, and external
convergence information
To combine the time-delay likelihood with the lens imaging likeli-
hood,we importance sample from the lensmodel posteriorweighted
by the joint time-delay and kinematics likelihood (Lewis & Bridle
2002). In Section 6.2.1, we fold in the time-delay and kinematic
likelihoods into the lens model posterior. Then in Section 6.2.2,
we add the external convergence distribution to the cosmological
distance posteriors. Finally in Section 6.2.3, we check the impact of
microlensing time-delay on our inference of the effective time-delay
distance.
6.2.1 Combining time-delay and kinematics likelihoods
The posterior samples from nested sampling carry weights pro-
portional to their contribution to the posterior mass. We obtain
10,000 equally weighted posterior samples through weighted ran-
dom sampling from the nested sampling chain for each lens model
setup. To combine distance posteriors from different lens model se-
tups, we randomly sample a number of points from the lens model
posterior for each setup within a mass-model family, where the
sampled number is proportional to the relative weight computed
from the adjusted evidence ratio (Table 3). We then uniformly sam-
ple 4000 points of (Deff
∆t
, Ds/Dds) for each lens model sample
from [0, 2.15]Deff,fiducial
∆t
× [0.35, 1.35](Ds/Dds)fiducial. The cho-
sen boundaries fully contain (>5σ) the distance posteriors and they
also encompass the range allowed by the priors H0 ∈ [0, 150] km
s-1 Mpc-1 andΩm ∈ [0.05, 0.5], given our fiducial cosmology. This
procedure effectively gives us 4000×Nsample points from the joint
space combining the lens model parameters and (Deff
∆t
, Ds/Dds),
where Nsample is the number of lens model samples. We then im-
portance sample from these 4000×Nsample points weighted by the
joint time-delay and kinematic likelihood to obtain the marginalized
posterior distribution of (Deff
∆t
, Ds/Dds).We only consider∆tAB and
∆tAD in the time-delay likelihood as ∆tBD is not independent of the
others. We then transform the (Deff∆t , Ds/Dds) distribution into the
(Deff∆t , Dd) distribution.
Since there are four observing setup for G1’s central line-of-
sight velocity dispersion, we compute four line-of-sight velocity
dispersions for each sample from the lens model posterior. We
account for covariance between these four measurements in the
kinematic likelihood (see Section 3.4 for covariance matrix defi-
nition). We choose a uniform prior for the anisotropy scale radius
as rani ∼ U(0.5θhl, 5θhl), where θhl is the half-light radius in the
F160W band. As we model the deflector light distribution using
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Table 3. Evidence for different lens model setups. The evidence ratio ∆ logZ is calculated only within the particular mass profile family—power law or
composite. The model setups are ordered from higher to lower evidence within each mass profile family. The relative weights for each model are obtained from
the evidence ratios adjusted for sparse sampling from the model space as described in Section 6.1.
Mass profile Source nmax zS3 G4–G6 mass profile logZ ∆ logZ Relative weight
(±24) (±34)
Power law {8, 5, 3} 2.375 SIS -25087 0 1.00
Power law {6, 3, 2} 2.375 SIS -25215 128 0.77
Power law {8, 5, 3} 2.228 SIS -25232 145 0.74
Power law {7, 4, 2} 2.375 SIS -25317 230 0.60
Power law {7, 4, 2} 2.228 SIS -25421 333 0.45
Power law {6, 3, 2} 2.228 SIS -25450 363 0.41
Power law {8, 5, 3} 2.375 NFW -25578 490 0.26
Power law {7, 4, 2} 2.228 NFW -25624 537 0.22
Power law {6, 3, 2} 2.228 NFW -25656 569 0.19
Power law {6, 3, 2} 2.375 NFW -26432 1345 0.00
Power law {8, 5, 3} 2.228 NFW -26469 1382 0.00
Power law {7, 4, 2} 2.375 NFW -26551 1464 0.00
Composite {7, 4, 2} 2.228 SIS -25055 0 1.00
Composite {8, 5, 3} 2.228 SIS -25121 66 0.96
Composite {8, 5, 3} 2.375 SIS -25147 92 0.94
Composite {6, 3, 2} 2.228 SIS -25155 100 0.94
Composite {7, 4, 2} 2.375 SIS -25155 100 0.93
Composite {6, 3, 2} 2.375 NFW -25252 197 0.87
Composite {6, 3, 2} 2.375 SIS -25292 237 0.85
Composite {7, 4, 2} 2.375 NFW -25482 427 0.72
Composite {6, 3, 2} 2.228 NFW -25985 930 0.44
Composite {8, 5, 3} 2.375 NFW -26541 1486 0.22
Composite {8, 5, 3} 2.228 NFW -27073 2018 0.09
Composite {7, 4, 2} 2.228 NFW -28979 3924 0.00
a double Sérsic profile, we numerically compute the radius of the
circular aperture that contains half of the total flux from the double
Sérsic profile.
6.2.2 Adding the external convergence distribution into the
cosmological distance posterior
We apply a selection criterion on the P(κext) estimated in Buckley-
Geer et al. (in preparation) by requiring that the selected lines of
sight also correspond to the external shear values predicted by our
lens models. In Fig. 7, we show the probability distribution of κext
for the fiducial choice of constraints explored in Buckley-Geer et al.
(in preparation), and the two κext distributions consistent with the
external shear values for the power-law and composite mass profiles
[see Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation) for further details].
We simple-sample from the external convergence distribution
corresponding to eachmass profile.We correct the distance posterior
using the sampled external convergence according to equation (20).
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of distance posteriors between
the mass model families and between different settings within a
mass model family. The distance posteriors are consistent between
different model setups. From the combined distance posterior from
all the models, we obtain the 1D marginalized constraints for the
effective time delay distance Deff
∆t
= 3382+146−115 Mpc and the angular
diameter distance Dd = 1711+376−280 Mpc (Fig. 9).
6.2.3 Microlensing time-delay effect
We check the impact of microlensing by the deflector galaxy’s stars
on themeasured time-delays in our analysis (Tie&Kochanek 2018).
We generate the microlensing time-delay maps following Bonvin
et al. (2018) and Chen et al. (2018). The estimated microlensing
time-delay depends on the magnification of the lens model, on the
stellar contribution at the image position, and on the properties of
the black hole’s accretion disk.
We estimate the black hole mass using the scaling relation
log10
(MBH,Mg ii
M
)
= b + m log10
(EWMg ii
Å
)
+ 2 log10
(FWHMMg ii
km s−1
) (52)
between the black hole mass MBH,vir, and the rest-frame FWHM
and equivalent width (EW) of the Mg ii broad line. This equation
is equivalent to the MBH ∝ RBLRσ2BLR, where RBLR is the radius
of the broad line region and σBLR is the velocity dispersion of the
broad-line region. Here, we used the EW as a proxy for RBLR and
the FWHM as a proxy for σBLR [cf. equation (2) of Shen et al.
(2011)]. We estimate the parameters of this scaling relation using
the SDSS quasars from the catalogue provided by Shen et al. (2011)
as b = 2.71 and m = −0.61. We only take the quasars with non-
zero entries for MBH,vir, FWHMMg ii, and EWMg ii. Moreover, we
only select the quasars within 1300 km s-1 < FWHMMg ii < 30,000
km s-1 to remove the quasars creating stripe-like features at the
boundaries of the MBH,vir–FWHMMg ii scatter plot. As a result, we
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Figure 4. The most likely lens model and reconstructed image of DES J0408−5354 using the power-law model. The top row shows the observed RGB image,
reconstructed RGB image, the convergence profile, and the magnification model in order from the left-hand side to the right-hand side. The next three rows
show the observed image, the reconstructed image, the residual, the reconstructed source in order from the left-hand side to the right-hand side for each of the
HST filters. The three filters are F160W (second row), F814W (third row), and F475X (fourth row). All the scale bars in each plot correspond to 1 arcsec.
have 85,038 selected quasars to fit the above scaling relation. We
obtain the rest-frame FWHM and EW of the Mg ii line from the
quasar spectra at image B and image D fromAgnello et al. (2017) as
FWHMBMg ii = 3413 km s
-1, EWDMg ii = 37.3 Å, FWHM
D
Mg ii = 2952
km s-1, EWBMg ii = 30.5 Å. We apply a magnification correction to
the estimated black hole mass from each image as
log10
(
MBH
M
)
= log10
(MBH,Mg ii
M
)
− g log10 µ, (53)
wherewe take the calibration factor g = 0.5 (Vestergaard&Peterson
2006). We also add 0.25 dex uncertainty to the estimated black hole
mass to account for the limitation of using Mg ii to measure it (Woo
et al. 2018). Averaging over the estimates from image B and D, we
obtain the black hole mass of the quasar as log10
(
MJ0408BH,vir/M
)
=
8.41 ± 0.27. We also estimate the Eddington ratio using the scaling
relation
log10
(
L′bol
L′Edd
)
= b + m log10
(MBH,Mg ii
M
)
. (54)
We estimate m = −0.33, b = 2.2 with an intrinsic scatter of 0.64
dex by fitting the relation to the same objects selected from Shen
et al. (2011)’s catalogue. We also apply a magnification correction
on the Eddington ratio obtained for each image as
log10
(
Lbol
LEdd
)
= log10
(
L′bol
L′Edd
)
+ (g − 1) log10 µ (55)
(Birrer et al. 2019). As a result, we obtain log10 (Lbol/LEdd) =
−1.48 ± 0.27 after averaging over the estimates from images B and
D. The accretion disk size R0 is determined assuming a standard
accretion disk model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). In Tables 4 and
5, we tabulate the values used to create the microlensing time delay
maps shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 5. The most likely lens model and reconstructed image of DES J0408−5354 using the composite model. The top row shows the observed RGB image,
reconstructed RGB image, the convergence profile, and the magnification model in order from the left-hand side to the right-hand side. The next three rows
show the observed image, the reconstructed image, the residual, the reconstructed source in order from the left-hand side to the right-hand side for each of the
HST filters. The three filters are F160W (second row), F814W (third row), and F475X (fourth row). All the scale bars in each plot correspond to 1 arcsec.
Table 4. Lensing quantities at the image positions used to create the mi-
crolensing time-delay map.
Image κ κ? γext µ
A 0.46 0.03 0.19 3.9
B 0.59 0.06 0.32 15.5
D 0.70 0.13 0.69 -2.6
We account for the microlensing time-delay effect in the mea-
sured time delay by sampling from the microlensing time-delay
distribution and adjusting the measured time delay as
∆tXY,adjusted = ∆tXY,measured + tX,micro − tY,micro. (56)
The microlensing time-delay effects is small compared to the un-
certainty on the measured time delays. Thus, accounting for this
microlensing time-delay effect does not shift the effective time-
Table 5. Properties of the quasar accretion disk used to compute the mi-
crolensing time-delay maps.
Quantity Value
Black hole mass, log10(MBH/M) 8.41 ± 0.27
Eddington ratio, log10(Lbol/LEdd) -1.48 ± 0.27
Accretion disk size, R0 (cm) 3.125×1014
Accretion efficiency, η 0.1
Central wavelength for light curve observation, λ (µm) 0.668
Average foreground stellar mass, 〈M?/M 〉 0.3
delay distance by more than 0.1 per cent (Fig. 9). We only perform
this step as a check and we do not include this effect in our inference
of H0.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the lensing properties between the power-law and composite mass models. The posteriors are weighted combinations of 12 models
for each mass model family. Here, θ˜E is the Einstein radius defined to contain mean convergence of 1, and the profile slope γ˜ is defined as the derivative of
the convergence profile at θ˜E. We blind the profile-slope and the effective Fermat potential differences by subtracting the mean and then normalize it with the
mean to show relative offsets in percentage.
6.3 Inference of H0
The cosmological distance posterior contains all the cosmographic
information. We infer H0 from this distance posterior for a flat
ΛCDM cosmology with priors H0 ∈ [0, 150] km s-1 Mpc-1 and
Ωm ∈ [0.05, 0.5].We take these priors for consistency with previous
H0LiCOW analyses. The Ωm prior is based on our knowledge from
various observations that the Universe is neither empty nor closed.
We take a kernel density estimate of the distance posterior as the
likelihood function for cosmological parameters to retain the full
covariance between Deff
∆t
and Dd. Similar to Birrer et al. (2019), we
take the bandwidth for the kernel density estimation to be sufficiently
narrow so as to not affect the resultant posteriors of the cosmological
parameters. We infer H0 = 74.2+2.7−3.0 km s
-1 Mpc-1 in the ΛCDM
cosmology, which is a 3.9 per centmeasurement (Fig. 11). In this 3.9
per cent uncertainty, we estimate that the time-delay measurement
contributes 1.8 per cent, the external convergence contributes 3.3
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Figure 7. Distribution of external convergence κext. The black line shows the
κext distribution from Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation) without imposing
any shear constraint. The red and blue lines show the distributions with shear
constraints from the power-law and the compositemassmodels, respectively.
per cent, and the lens modelling and other sources contribute the
remaining 1 per cent uncertainty.
7 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper, we analyze the lens system DES J0408−5354 to
blindly infer the effective time-delay distance from the observed
time-delays. We model the mass profile of the lens system using
high-resolution HST imaging from three bands. We combine the
time-delay and kinematic likelihoods with the lens model posterior,
and factor in the statistically inferred external convergence to ob-
tain the cosmological distance posteriors in the Deff
∆t
–Dd plane. We
perform a thorough check for systematic effects arising from model
choices, and we marginalize over them to account for this source of
systematic uncertainties in our analysis. As a result, we constrain
the 2D joint posterior of the effective time delay distance Deff
∆t
and
the angular diameter distance to the deflector Dd that fully incor-
porates their covariance. The marginalized estimates for these two
distances are Deff
∆t
= 3382+146−115 with 3.9 per cent uncertainty, and
Dd = 1711+376−280 with 19.2 per cent uncertainty. These constraints
translate into H0= 74.2+2.7−3.0 km s
-1 Mpc-1 with a precision of 3.9 per
cent. This estimated value of H0 is consistent with from the previ-
ously analyzed sample of six lenses by the H0LiCOWcollaboration,
H0 = 73.3+1.7−1.8 km s
-1 Mpc-1 (Wong et al. 2019). It is also consistent
with measurements of H0 based on the local distance ladder (Riess
et al. 2019; Freedman et al. 2019), reinforcing the tension (Verde
et al. 2019) with the inference from early universe probes (Planck
Collaboration 2018; Abbott et al. 2018).
The one presented in this paper is the first of two independent
cosmographic analysis of the lens system DES J0408−5354, which
is based on the lens-modelling software lenstronomy. A second
independent and blind analysis using the lens-modelling software
glee will be presented in a future work (Yıldırım et al., in prepara-
tion). In this future paper, we will compare the results from the two
modelling efforts and quantitatively evaluate the systematic uncer-
tainty that may arise due to using different softwares and adopting
different modelling choices by different investigators. The posterior
probability distribution function of H0 from DES J0408−5354 will
be combined with previous measurements by the H0LiCOW team
after the second analysis is complete, so as to include this modelling
systematic uncertainty in the combination.
The analysis presented in this paper can be improved in the
future. Due to a multitude complexities required in the lens model
of DES J0408−5354, we fix the distance ratios between the multi-
ple lens and source planes in our analysis using a fiducial ΛCDM
cosmology to make our analysis computationally feasible. We show
that the choice of fiducial cosmology has negligible impact on our
inference within the ΛCDM model. However, it would be ideal to
treat the distance ratios as independent non-linear parameters in
the model. We leave this improvement to be implemented in future
works, wheremore general cosmologicalmodelswill be considered.
Furthermore, the precision on the inferred H0 can be improved in
the future with the help of spatially resolved kinematics (Shajib et al.
2018; Yıldırım et al. 2019).
Improving the precision on H0 measurement from each sin-
gle lens system, increasing the number of systems to ∼40, and
investigating the presence of yet unknown systematic errors are all
necessary steps towards reaching 1 per cent precision from time-
delay cosmography (Shajib et al. 2018). The analysis presented in
this paper took one step in each direction.
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Figure 9. Cosmological distance posteriors for power-law (red) and com-
positemass-profile families (blue), and for all models combined (purple). All
the models are combined within each categories weighted by their adjusted
evidence ratios (Table 3). The solid contours for the power-law and com-
posite mass profiles are without accounting for the microlensing time-delay
effect (MTDE), and the corresponding dashed contours show the ones with
the MTDE. The MTDE is negligible in our analysis and we do not incor-
porate this effect in the final distance posterior (purple contours) combining
all the models.
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APPENDIX A: IMPACT OF FIDUCIAL COSMOLOGY IN
THE LENS MODELLING
We check the impact of fixing the distance ratios between the lens
and the source planeswith a fiducialΛCDMcosmologywith density
parameters Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. For this purpose, we run two
separate lens models with the same model setup for the power-
law mass profile, but with the cosmological parameters (Ωm =
0.1, ΩΛ = 0.9) and (Ωm = 0.45, ΩΛ = 0.55) to fix the distance
ratios. Within this wide-range of Ωm values within the flat ΛCDM
cosmology, H0 only shifts by. 1 per cent (Fig. A1). As this shift is
much smaller than the precision of the measured Hubble constant
allowed by the quality of our data, we conclude that our inferred
cosmological distance posterior on the D∆t–Dd plane is effectively
independent of the choice of cosmological parameters within the
flat ΛCDM cosmology.
However, we find that the inferred distance posteriors depend
on the fiducial cosmology within the wCDMmodel. If we adopt the
fiducial wCDM cosmology with w = −1.06, Ωm = 0.3, Ωde = 0.7,
then the inferred H0 shifts by approximately 3 per cent from that in-
ferred from the cosmologywithw = −1 (Fig.A2).We adopt the shift
∆w = 0.06 for comparison, as this range is in w is the joint preci-
sion from thePlanckwith CMB lensing, SNIae, and baryon acoustic
oscillation measurements (Planck Collaboration 2018). This signif-
icant shift in H0 demonstrate that our double source plane treatment
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Figure A1. Comparison of the distance posteriors and inferred H0 for
different fiducial cosmologies within the flat ΛCDM model. We compare
between three set of cosmological parameters: Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 (or-
ange), Ωm = 0.1, ΩΛ = 0.9 (green), and Ωm = 0.45, ΩΛ = 0.55 (purple).
The distance posteriors are from identical lens model setups with the power-
law mass profile except for the fiducial cosmology. H0 shifts by less than 1
per cent within these wide range of Ωm values. This shift is much smaller
than the precision on H0 allowed by our current data quality. As a result, we
can treat the distance posteriors inferred from our analysis to be independent
of cosmological assumptions within the flat ΛCDM cosmology.
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Figure A2. Comparison of the distance posteriors and inferred H0 for dif-
ferent fiducial cosmologies within the wCDMmodel. We compare between
three set of cosmological parameters: w = −1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 (or-
ange), andw = −1.06,Ωm = 0.1,ΩΛ = 0.9 (green). The distance posteriors
are from identical lens model setups with the power-law mass profile except
for the fiducial cosmology. H0 shifts by ∼3 per cent for a shift ∆w = 0.06,
which is approximately the joint precision on w from the Planck with CMB
lensing, SNIae, and the baryon acoustic oscillation measurements (Planck
Collaboration 2018). This shift in H0 shows that the double source plane
treatment in our analysis is sensitive to the dark energy equation of state
parameter w (Gavazzi et al. 2008; Collett & Auger 2014). As a result, our
distance posterior should not be used to constrain parameters in cosmologies
that extend the flat ΛCDM model.
is sensitive to the dark energy equation of state parameter w (e.g.
Gavazzi et al. 2008; Collett et al. 2012; Collett & Auger 2014).
Therefore, our distance posteriors should not be used to constrain
cosmological parameters in extended cosmologies other than the flat
ΛCDMmodel. We leave the computation of a posterior distribution
function valid in more general cosmologies for future work.
APPENDIX B: IMPACT OF LIKELIHOOD
COMPUTATION REGION CHOICE
We check if our adopted region for imaging likelihood computation
can be a source of systematic bias in the lens modelling.We perform
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Figure B1. Comparison of the distance posteriors from the power-law lens
model for two likelihood computation region sizes. The smaller regions have
radii 4.3 arcsec, 3.3 arcsec, and 3.3 arcsec in the F160W, F814W, F475X
bands, respectively. The larger region sizes are 4.5 arcsec, 3.5 arcsec, and 3.5
arcsec in the same order. All the other model setups are same between the
two runs. The distance posteriors are almost identical. Therefore, the choice
of likelihood computation region has negligible impact in our analysis.
themodelling procedure for two different region sizes keeping every
other settings in the model the same for a power-law model. The
regular region sizes are 4.3 arcsec, 3.3 arcsec, and 3.3 arcsec in
radius for the F160W, F814W, and F475X bands, respectively. The
larger region sizes are larger by 0.2 arcsec in each band. The median
of the effective time-delay distance shifts by less than 0.1 per cent
and the median of the angular diameter distance shifts by less than
2 per cent between these two choices of the likelihood computation
region (Fig. B1).
APPENDIX C: IMPACT OF THE CONVERGENCE FROM
THE GROUP CONTAINING G1
We estimate the convergence at G1’s centre from the galaxy group
containing G1 [group ID 5 in Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation)].
We randomly sample halos from the centroid and velocity disper-
sion distributions estimated as described in Buckley-Geer et al. (in
preparation). However, we use a uniform prior to obtain the velocity
dispersion for the halo, whereas Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation)
adopt the Jeffrey’s prior. We convert the group’s velocity dispersion
into halo mass using the scaling relation
log10 [h(z)M200] = 13.98 + 2.75 log10
(
σgroup
500 km s−1
)
(C1)
(Munari et al. 2013). We weight this halo mass distribution using
the halo mass function from Tinker et al. (2008) corresponding to
our fiducial cosmology and the lens redshift. We obtain the concen-
tration parameter distribution using the theoretical M200–c relation
from Diemer & Joyce (2019) with 0.16 dex uncertainty. We also
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Figure C1. Distribution of external convergence κext consistent with exter-
nal shear values for the power-law (red line) and composite (blue line) mass
profiles. The grey line shows the external convergence distribution for the
fiducial choices in Buckley-Geer et al. (in preparation).
apply 10 per cent uncertainty on M200 to remove any strong de-
pendency on H0 through the fiducial cosmology. We compute the
convergence distribution at G1’s centre due to this distribution of
the halo masses and we apply a cut in the group’s shear distribution
γgroup < 0.1 to remove halos that are inconsistent with the model
predicted shear (Fig. C1). The median of the group’s convergence
distribution is 0.004. As we are explicitly accounting for the group’s
convergence here, we re-estimate κext after removing the galaxies
in this group from the number count statistic of Buckley-Geer et al.
(in preparation). The re-estimated κext decreases by 0.005 for the
power-law mass models and by 0.008 for the composite mass mod-
els. As a result, explicitly accounting for the group’s convergence
decreases H0 by approximately 0.3 per cent. This shift is negligible
compared to the 3.9 per cent uncertainty in our estimated value of
H0.
APPENDIX D: CHECKING FOR THE EXISTENCE AND
IMPACT OF A DARK SUBSTRUCTURE
Agnello et al. (2017) propose a possible dark subhalo near image
D toward the North-East direction. We check the impact of such
a dark substructure in our analysis by including a mass profile
for the substructure in our lens model. We check with both SIS
and spherical NFW profile for the substructure. We take a broad
uniform prior of 0.8′′ × 0.8′′ for the centroid of the mass profile to
encompass the possible position of the substructure given in Fig. 9
of Agnello et al. (2017).
For both of the SIS and NFW profiles, our lens model con-
strains the possible position of the mass profile for the potential
substructure (Fig. D1). Interestingly, the constrained position is con-
sistent with the proposed position by Agnello et al. (2017), although
the model had the freedom to offset the position by∼0.4 arcsec from
the constrained position. We estimate the SIS velocity dispersion
of this possible dark substructure to be σSIS = 33.7+1.9−1.3 km s
-1.
From the model with the NFW profile for the dark substructure, we
estimate the halo mass log10(M200/M) = 10.65+0.10−0.06, halo radius
r200 = 45.7+3.5−2.1 kpc, and concentration c200 = 12.2
+4.1
−2.2.
However, we do not add the potential substructure in our fi-
nal lens model as the addition of the dark substructure shifts the
estimated H0 by less than 1 per cent (To do: add figure). More-
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Figure D1. Constraints from our lens model for the position and NFW
halo properties of the dark substructure proposed by Agnello et al. (2017).
Left: 2σ credible region for the position of the dark substructure in our lens
model assuming the SIS profile (the orange contour) and the NFW profile
(the yellow contour) for the substructure.Right:The constraint on theM200–
c200 plane assuming the NFW profile for the dark substructure. The purple
contours show the 1σ and 2σ credible regions. We show a comparison with
the theoretical c200–M200 relation for our fiducial cosmology from Diemer
& Joyce (2019).
over, it is not clear if the constrained parameters for the additional
mass profile to account for the dark substructure indeed reflect the
existence of the substructure. A similar effect can also arise if the
additional source component S2 lies at a redshift between the quasar
and the central deflector G1. The proximity of the constrained po-
sition of the dark substructure and the lensed position of S2 hints
this scenario to be a possibility.
Agnello et al. (2017) use the dust-corrected and delay-
corrected flux ratios observed in the DES data as a constraint for the
lens model and propose that the existence of a dark substructure fits
the data better. We check if microlensing can be a possible source
for the deviation of the flux ratios from a smooth model observed by
Agnello et al. (2017). We derive the amplitude of microlensing in
images A, B, and D by comparing their MUSE spectra. Microlens-
ing is stronger in the continuum than in the broad emission lines.
Therefore, we can isolate the microlensed fraction of the spectra if
we assume that microlensing is more important in one of the lensed
images under scrutiny and derive a lower limit on the amplitude
of microlensing effect in the continuum emission (e.g. Sluse et al.
2012). This procedure reveals substantial differential microlensing
between the continuum and the broad lines when we consider image
pairs A–D and B–D, but not A–B. The data are compatible with a
microlensing demagnification of image D by at least a factor of 2.
This demagnification translates into a mircrolensing corrected flux
ratio ∆mAD = 0.25 mag. This estimate, however, may be affected
by systematic errors caused by intrinsic variability. From the past
light-curves of this system, we estimate that over the period corre-
sponding to the time delay between images A and D, this systematic
error could reach up to 0.2 mag. Therefore, we cannot definitively
attribute the observed “flux-ratio anomaly” tomicrolensing. In sum-
mary,whereaswe cannot find strong evidence for the existence of the
potential substructure, we also cannot rule out its existence. Since
the presence or the impact of the dark substructure is not significant
in our analysis, we omit it in our lens models for simplicity.
APPENDIX E: NESTED SAMPLING SETTINGS
In this Appendix, we provide our adopted settings for the nested
sampling software dypolychord and validate that the numerical
requirements for our analysis are met.
We choose the dypolychord settings ninit = 100, nre-
peats = 30, nconst_live = 140, , dynamic_goal = 0.9, preci-
sion_criterion = 0.001 [see Higson et al. (2019) for explanation
of these settings]. To check the appropriateness of these settings, we
run two sampling runs with the same lens model and sampler set-
tings (Fig. E1). We find that the posteriors PDFs of the parameters
are consistent within 1σ between the two runs, therefore we accept
the chosen settings to be appropriate for sufficient exploration of the
prior space. However, we find the estimated evidence values to differ
by more than the estimated statistical uncertainty. This difference
indicates that there is a systematic scatter in the computed evidence
value. To estimate this scatter,we run a second set of nested sampling
runs for 17 different lens models with precision_criterion =
0.01. We choose a lower precision_criterion for this second
set of runs to make the sampling run terminate faster. A lower pre-
cision_criterion does not largely impact the evidence values,
although it may affect the posterior estimation (Higson et al. 2018).
As we are only interested to obtain a conservative estimate of the
scatter present in the computed logZ values, this lower preci-
sion_criterion is sufficient for this purpose. By taking the mean
of the evidence difference between runs from the two sets with the
same lens model, we estimate the scatter in the evidence value as
24. Therefore, we take σnumericlogZ = 24 as the numerical error in the
computed evidence values. Albeit, if we increase nlive_const or
nrepeats, we can decrease the error in the computed logZ val-
ues in the exchange of a higher computational cost. However, as
we down-weight the relative evidence ratios to account for sparse
sampling of our models from the model space, this numerical error
in logZ is a sub-dominant factor (Section 6.1).
APPENDIX F: PARAMETER PRIORS
In this appendix, we provide the priors for the parameters in our lens
models (Table F1). To make the nested sampler efficiently explore
and integrate over the high-dimensional (∼60D) prior volume in
our models, we narrow down the width of the uniform priors for
some of the parameters more than that would be known purely a
priori. We choose these prior bounds by looking at the posterior
PDFs for the lens models from the initial exploratory phase of this
study and we further adjust these prior widths through trial and
error. We check that the posterior PDFs of the parameters are fully
contained within the chosen bounds for our final lens models, unless
we specifically set the bound using an empirical or physical prior.
Below we explain some of the parameters from Table F1 that were
not introduced within the main body of this paper.
The amplitude of the Chameleon convergence profile is param-
eterized with the deflection angle at 1 arcsec, αChm1 . The ellipticity
parameters e1 and e2 in the relevant profiles are related to the axis
ratio q and the position angle φ as
q =
1 −
√
e21 + e
2
2
1 +
√
e21 + e
2
2
,
tan 2φ =
e2
e1
.
(F1)
Parameterizing the ellipticity with e1 and e2 avoids the periodicity
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Figure E1. nestcheck diagnostic plot showing samples’ distributions in
two different runswith the same lensmodel for our chosen sampling settings.
The top right-hand panel shows the relative posterior mass as a function of
logX, where X is the prior volume fraction. The next three panels show
the progressions of sampling (right to left) for three of the main lens mass
parameters. The black solid and dashed lines show the evolution of one
random thread of the dynamic nested sampler. The left column shows the
posterior distributions of each parameter. The coloured contours represent
the iso-probability credible regions of the probability density functions. The
posteriors of the parameters are consistent within 1σ, therefore we accept
that the chosen settings allow for sufficient exploration of the prior volume.
in the polar coordinate φ and makes the sampling more efficient.
The centroids (θc1, θc2) of the relevant profiles are relative to the
coordinate RA 04:08:21.71 and Dec -53:53:59.34. We take a uni-
form priorU(−5 × 104, 5 × 104) for the amplitudes of the shapelet
components—which are linear parameters—to compute the evi-
dence using equation (35).
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Table F1: Prior for the model parameters.
Model component Parameter Prior
G1 mass, power law γ U(1.80, 2.15)
G1 mass, composite rNFWs (arcsec) N (12.42, 2.94) with bound [5.6, 19.3) (Section 5.2)
G1 mass, composite αChm1 (arcsec) U(0.2, 1.5)
External shear γext U(0.01, 0.09)
External shear ψext (rad) U(0, pi)
G2 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) U(0.19, 0.27)
G3 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) N (0.772, 0.024) with bound [0.3, 1.6) (Section 5.4.3, Fig. 3)
G4 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) N (0.353, 0.012) with bound [0.0, 1.0) (Section 5.4.3, Fig. 3)
G4 mass, NFW log10(M200/M) Empirical prior with bound [11.3, 13.4) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
G4 mass, NFW c200 Empirical prior with bound [0.0, 16.0) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
G5 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) N (0.046, 0.002) with bound [0.0, 0.2) (Section 5.4.3, Fig. 3)
G5 mass, NFW log10(M200/M) Empirical prior with bound [10.8, 12.3) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
G5 mass, NFW c200 Empirical prior with bound [0.0, 16.5) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
G6 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) N (0.070, 0.004) with bound [0.0, 0.3) (Section 5.4.3, Fig. 3)
G6 mass, NFW log10(M200/M) Empirical prior with bound [11.4, 12.5) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
G6 mass, NFW c200 Empirical prior with bound [0.0, 20.0) (Section 5.4.4, Fig. 3)
S2 mass, SIS θE (arcsec) N (0.0022, 9.98 × 10−6) with bound [0.000, 0.022) (Section 5.4.3)
S1 light, Sérsic θeff (arcsec) U(0.04, 0.15)
S1 light, Sérsic ns U(0.6, 5.0)
S1 light, Sérsic e1 U(−0.05, 0.35)
S1 light, Sérsic e2 U(−0.16, 0.20)
S1 light, F814W+F475X, shapelets ς (arcsec) U(0.06, 0.11)
S1 light, F160W, shapelets ς (arcsec) U(0.08, 0.15)
S2 light, Sérsic θeff (arcsec) U(0.08, 0.40)
S2 light, Sérsic ns U(1.0, 5.0)
S2 light, Sérsic e1 U(0.04, 0.37)
S2 light, Sérsic e2 U(−0.20, 0.00)
S2 light θc1 (arcsec) U(−0.47, 0.30)
S2 light θc2 (arcsec) U(−2.48, −1.48)
S2 light, shapelets ς (arcsec) U(0.06, 0.12)
S3 light, Sérsic θeff (arcsec) U(0.18, 0.90)
S3 light, Sérsic ns U(0.6, 2.5)
S3 light, Sérsic e1 U(0.20, 0.42)
S3 light, Sérsic e2 U(0.00, 0.35)
S3 light θc1 (arcsec) U(0.75, 1.80)
S3 light θc2 (arcsec) U(1.70, 2.30)
G1 light, F814W θeff (arcsec) N (0.61, 0.27) with bound [0.1, 2.7) (Section 5.2)
G1 light, F814W ns U(2.0, 8.0)
G1 light, F814W+F475X e1 U(−0.20, 0.00)
G1 light, F814W+F475X e2 U(−0.05, 0.13)
G1 light θc1 (arcsec) U(0.023, 0.035)
G1 light θc1 (arcsec) U(−0.010, 0.003)
G1 light, F475X θeff (arcsec) N (0.61, 0.27) with bound [0.1, 2.7) (Section 5.2)
G1 light, F475X ns U(1.0, 5.0)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 1 θeff (arcsec) N (0.61, 0.27) with bound [0.1, 2.7) (Section 5.2)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 1 ns U(1.0, 5.0)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 1 e1 U(−0.25, 0.00)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 1 e2 U(−0.10, 0.12)
Continued on next page
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Table F1 – Continued from previous page
Model component Parameter Prior
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 2 θeff (arcsec) N (0.61, 0.27) with bound [0.1, 2.7) (Section 5.2)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 2 ns U(0.6, 6.0)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 2 e1 U(−0.05, 0.10)
G1 light, F160W, Sérsic 2 e2 U(0.07, 0.25)
G1 light, double Chameleon I0,Chm1/I0,Chm2 U(0.2, 9.5)
G1 light, Chameleon 1 wc (arcsec) U(0.00, 0.10)
G1 light, Chameleon 1 wt (arcsec) U(0.20, 1.00)
G1 light, Chameleon 1 e1 U(−0.25, 0.25)
G1 light, Chameleon 1 e2 U(−0.25, 0.25)
G1 light, Chameleon 2 wc (arcsec) U(0.01, 1.50)
G1 light, Chameleon 2 wt (arcsec) U(2.50, 9.00)
G1 light, Chameleon 2 e1 U(−0.20, 0.20)
G1 light, Chameleon 2 e2 U(−0.20, 0.20)
G2 light θeff (arcsec) U(0.25, 1.10)
G2 light ns U(2.0, 6.0)
G2 light θc1 (arcsec) U(−1.60, −1.56)
G2 light θc2 (arcsec) U(−0.97, −0.93)
Image A ∆α (arcsec) U(1.940, 1.948)
Image A ∆δ (arcsec) U(−1.576, −1.568)
Image B ∆α (arcsec) U(−1.819, −1.809)
Image B ∆δ (arcsec) U(0.263, 0.290)
Image C ∆α (arcsec) U(−1.935, −1.926)
Image C ∆δ (arcsec) U(−0.954, −0.940)
Image D ∆α (arcsec) U(0.096, 0.110)
Image D ∆δ (arcsec) U(1.385, 1.392)
Differential dust extinction τF814W0 U(0.1, 2.0)
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